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CAPITAL BUDGETING FOR TIMBERLANDS

mile would increase the per acre value by $75, bringing the total property to
$10,000,000.

The reproduction and advance growth in the age classes below 30 years,
taken at a minimum of $20 per acre, adds another $5 to the average per acre
value. Land value can add another $10 per acre and equipment and improve
ments other than roads, perhaps another $5 per acre. Thus, total assets ap
proximate $11,000,000 or $220 per acre for this modeI5o,ooo-acre property2.

U sing the foregoing model and assuming 20 year-around employees (I man
per 2,500 acres) including foresters but excluding commercial logging, the
capital ratio per employee would be $550,000. The manager's capital responsi
bility \vould be $11,000,000 for existing assets not including the logging op
eration. Forestry obviously is a capitalistic enterprise. The fact that the fore
going values may not appear on company books because roads are depreciated
and regro\vth is not capitalized except for planting costs does not alter the
reality of the financial responsibility of the forest manager.

If it is kept in mind that very few industrial forest properties are as fully
developed as this model, it should be immediately apparent that one of the
major problems in capital budgeting is to plan and justify the many capital
proposals for roads, equipment, reforestation, protection, stand improvement,
and even additional accessions to convert the property to a regulated sustained
yield enterprise. Moreover, it is necessary that such proposals be allocated
on the property to obtain the maximum advantage from both the new capital
and existing capital assets, i.e. land, growing stock, roads and other improve
ments.

II. OBJECTIVES OF CAPITAL BUDGETING

The forest property is a part of the integrated industrial forestry firm only

because it serves the interests of the business as a whole. Similarly, capital
budgeting for the acquisition and development of timberlands is only a seg
ment of the total capital budgeting problem of the firm. In this sense the ob
jectives of the forest enterprise and its capital budgeting are dependent on those
for the firm. Hence, an understanding of the firm's basic objectives and its
capital budgeting procedures and criteria are a necessary part of an adequate
appreciation of the objectives of forest management and capital budgeting

2 In the South, where rotation ages are much shorter and road costs much less, per
acre values will be much lower. One firm estimates the potential capital value of its
50,000-acre management units at $5,000,000 or $100 per acre.
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FINANCIAL l\1ANAGEl\1ENT OF FOREST OWNERSHIPS

as a general theory and method for forest management planning. The next
sections develop the econonlic objectives of the firm and subsequently for
the forest enterprise.

Economic Objective of the Firln

Capital budgeting in its broadest sense is planning for the future earnings
of the firm. As a general proposition and from the standpoint of economic
theory, the ultimate objective of any firm is to budget its capital outlays and
production so as to earn the maximum profits over the years it plans to be in
"business. In practice profit maximization over time may only be the proxi
mate goal of business managers, but it is sufficiently close to the truth to serve
our purposes.

From this view, then, management plans capital outlays and production,
and thereby its costs, sales and revenues, in such a way that the expected stream
of net earnings over the years will be a maximum. This is the goal whether
or not it is actually realized. Expressed in terms of the immediate present,
planning to maximize future profits is equivalent to maximizing the net
present worth of the firm's future earnings and thereby the net present worth
of the firm. The net present worth of the firm will be a maximum when the
difference between the discounted expected gross revenues and the discounted
costs including investments for plant, equipment, land, etc. is a maximum.

This is analogous to the soil rent doctrine with which foresters are so
fanliliar in connection with determination of optimum rotation age and man
agement system for even-aged stands. The optimum rotation and management
system is that schedule of capital outlays and annual expenses for planting
and other cultural operations (costs) and that schedule of thinnings and final
cuts (gross revenues) which lead to the maximum soil rent, or in other words,
the maximum net worth of land when discounted to the present. The land in
this special case is analogous to the firm in the general case. Thus, the princi
ple of maximizing earnings and the net present worth of a series of expendi
tures and gross revenues is not an unfamiliar concept to foresters.

For a static business or economy, where sales and gross revenues are expected
to remain more or less stable in the future, capital budgeting is concerned with
investments for replacement of inefficient and obsolete equipment, improve
ments in plant facilities and property, and cost-reducing proposals. In an ex
panding and highly competitive economy such as we have experienced since
the end of World War II capital budgeting will, in addition, be concerned
with investments for expansion of production, development and production

4



CAPITAL BUDGETING FOR TIMBERLANDS

of new products, and research. The object of capital budgeting is to select
investments in replacements, improvements, cost-saving, expansion, new

products and research which will increase the future net earnings of the firm,
and thereby its net present worth..

Economic Objective of the Forest Enterprise

The decision of top management to own and manage forest land on a sus
tained yield principle implies that the firm expects its net earnings to be
greater, not necessarily this year but over all the years represented in its plan
ning horizon, if it grows some of its own wood needs. Ostensibly, a firm makes
the investments necessary to grow part of its wood requirements because it is
more profitable to do so than to buy all of it on the open market. For such a
firm the forest is a profitable enterprise; presumably, more profitable over
the years than the same amount of capital invested elsewhere in the business or
in outside opportunities.

Viewing the forest enterprise from the general objective of the firm, i.e.,
the principle of maximizing the net present worth of future earnings, provides
the key to planning its management. Considering the forest enterprise as an in
vestment for future wood production, the objective is to make. those invest
ments in land, growing stock, roads, equipment, improvements, and functional
activities such as reforestation, stand improvement and protection which, in
combination with all other production investments of the firm, will maximize
its present net worth. This concept carries with it the connotation that the
capital allocated to the forest enterprise and represented by the existing forest
assets is a more profitable use of those funds than any other unexploited
ternative within or outside the business. It places the forestry enterprise in
direct competition with all other business alternatives of the firm for new
capital, operating capital, and the maintenance of the capital assets of the
forestry enterprise itself.

The Strategic Character of the Forest Investnzent

The main justification for investment in forest enterprises among inte
grated wood-processing firms has been the strategic value of company control
over the source of supply of its basic raw material. The term strategic is used
because the major benefits are largely risk-reducing in character; real enough
but difficult to quantify, accruing more or less to all other parts of the business,
and extending more or less indefinitely into the future. The forest enterprise
is expected to sustain a certain flo,v of wood to company plants, protect the

5



FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF FOREST OWNERSHIPS

firm against risks with respect to price, quantity and delivery schedule as
sociated with outside wood supply sources, and provide long-term security
for the firm's share of the product market and its profit position.

The reasoning behind strategic investments in company-owned sources of
wood supply depends more or less on estimates of the long-run wood supply
situation from the standpoint of both price and quantity of wood available
from outside sources to meet future mill requirements. In general it is the
prospect of higher costs of open-market wood, unreliable delivery schedules,
financing difficulties, and profit losses due to excessive wood costs or loss of
market share through lack of woodthathecom.estheJl1()tiy~tingjorcefor
owning and growing part of the firm's wood requirements.

Timber growing is not yet generallyfegciiaedasuit'O.ui'O.c()me and profit pro
ducing enterprise in the same sense as manufacturing or sales. Among the
larger integrated wood processing firms, however, there is a distinct trend
toward setting it up as a profit center with a separate accounting record.

Viewed as a strategic investment, the forest enterprise protects the firm's
future profit position. The function of the forest investment is to produce
that quantity ofwood in each of the future years which will maximize com
pany earnings over time. For any given schedule and combination of manu
factured products, the optimum company wood program is tha~§JJPplysched

ule whose netpresell.tyvorthi?~}l1:l.~ilJ:lJJm.3 Net present worth is the difference
in the discounted value of all future expenditures and investments in company
wood production and the corresponding discounted cost (value) of the same
wood purchased on the open market for the corresponding years. Current
open-market wood costs cannot be used forthispurpose,sinceitisthe.expected
increase din long-run wood costs or.reductionuin ... supplYuth~t is the primary
basis for considering forest investments in the first place. Future open-market
\vood costs, however, are difficult to determine objectively and probably
impossible to quantify with any great reliability. They depend on future de
mand for wood by all competitors in the company's wood supply area and the
amount of wood that will be available for harvest at the future dates.

In practice forest investments are evaluated in terms of cur:r~ll.t.p[!<;es and
costs.·ulnvestment decisiol1s,iri1:11rri,·····areguidedbyexpe~t~du. rate of return

3 This concept is much simpler to consider than that for the more realistic situation
where several alternative product output schedules can be contemplated. Under such
circumstances the optimum company ,vood program would be indicated by the par
ticular output and company wood supply schedules which maximize total net present
worth of the firm simultaneously.

6



CAPITAL BUDGETING FOR TIMBERLANDS

criteria that are lower than those applied to plant expansion, new products,
new equipmenrahdrcplacemcrit investments. The use of a lo\verguiding
rate in decisions involving strategic forest investments is an alternative to
predicting future wood costs and prices. The level at which it is set is entirely
a judgement matter. It is a necessary acknowledgement that there are real
benefits associated with forest investments which cannot be quantified or are
less risky to allow for by adjusting the guiding rate of return criteria than
by predicting vlood costs and prices. This lower guiding rate, in the sense
discussed above, has been labelled a handicap or exception rate in capital
budgeting. It is a vital consideration in planning the acquisition and develop
ment of timberlands where the motives are for strategic advantage and is taken
up in more detail in the section on acceptance criteria.

Where exception rates are used in planning forest investments, they may
be supplemented with other criteria such as a percentage figure on the amount
of company wood the firm believes desirable for maximizing its earnings in the
long run. This likewise is a judgement matter reflecting the imponderables
associated with strategic investments. It places a physical limit on total forest
land investment and in that way it is a helpful supplement to a subjective ex
ceptionrate. In the South the ratio of 50 percent of total expected pulpwood
requirements has been widely cited as a guide to total investment in forest
land among integrated pulp and paper firms. Higher ratios have been cited
more recently. Such estimates are based largely on wood procurement ex
perience and the long-term outlook for pulpwood growth and yield from non
industrial forest lands. They are practical guides but like the exception rate,
lack the economic objectivity desirable for rationing capital to alternative
investment opportunities.

In the practical operation of existing forest assets, firms tend to work to
ward maximization by planning forest management and log production to
minimize wood costs and meet long-term growth goals, favoring those new
investments in the property which, after taxes, will compete more favorably
with other internal investment opportunities.

The Forest Enterprise as a Cost-Saving Investment

Broadly speaking, wood-processing firms look upon their manufacturing
and sales operations as their primary source of profits. Wood is a raw material,
and whether from company lands or outside sources, it is dominantly regarded
as a cost item rather than a profit source. Backwardintegration.intotim.ber
growing, therefore, can be looked .up()n tt§atl.iJ:1ye?tIJl~I1tt()..~a.ve on present

7





CAPITAL BUDGETING FOR TIMBERLANDS

fin~ncing, and new borrowing? What is the cost of such capital?
(H>;,>··/The last aspect is the selection and rejection of various capital proposals.

This involves determination of criteria for acceptance or rejection, usually
expressed in terms of an expected or guiding rate of return, or in terms of the
CQstHQ£capitaLBifferent rates may be set for different kinds of investments,
particularly strategic investments where it may be difficult to measure all the
benefits completely.

The next sections develop the three aspects of capital budgeting, with
greatest emphasis on the demand for capital and development of investment
proposals. These are matters with which the forest manager is most directly
concerned. An understanding of the sources of capital, problems of supply, and
the final decision-making process, however, is important to an adequate ap
preciation of the entire problem and procedure of capital budgeting.

Determining the Demand for Capital

The great expansion in the American economy since the war h<:tSIl1adecapi
!~lbudgeting,i.e.planningJorJutUJ:epXQd llctiQg, oge oftl1e. II1Qst .. iglPQrt<:tgt
fllI1<:tigI}sQftlleflrm'§managernent. Outlays for new and expanded plant
facilities just for the 100 U.S. ndnfinancial corporations having the largest
sales revenue in 1958 ($526 million to $9.6 billion) were $10.7 billion,
almost 10 percent of the total value of assets managed by these same corpora
tions. As national income has risen and population increased, and as produc
tion methods have become more complex, the total demand for capital for
private domestic investment has increased from an average of $37 billion a
year during 1946-50 to $60 billion in the years, 1954-58. Business plant and
equipment outlays have varied between $25 billion and $37 billion since 1951
and are estimated at about $33.3 billion for 1959.5

A rapidly expanding economy, such as that of the United States in the last
decade, requires treIl1eI1<lQlJ.sa-mQllIltsofcapital to provide produ<:tiy~J(;lcili

ties to lneet increasing deIl1aIlds forgQQdsaIl<l§erYi<:;es. The prospects for con
tinued growth in the American economy and the world generally make capital
budgeting one of the most vital aspects of business planning and growth.

The firm.1s demand for capital. The firm's demand for capital conceptually
is the schedule of investment opportunities .. or proposals showing both the
capital re9~iIemeI1ts.. for iI1dividua.liI1YestIl1egts~I1<lthec()rrespondingex-

5 First National City Bank Monthly Letter, Business and Economic Conditions, New
York, October 1959, p. 110.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF FOREST OWNERSHIPS

pected earning rates. For an integrated forest procluctsfirm the schedule of
proposals would include:

I. Expansion of plant capacity and equipment for established product lines.
2. Installation of new product lines and product improvements.
3. Replacement of depreciated or obsolete equipment and facilities.
4. Strategic investments for risk reduction, research for new and improved

products and techniques, and welfare outlays for improved employee satisfac
tion and public relations.

Investment proposals flow up the mangement hierarchy from the lower
levels and smaller operating units of the firm and commonly constitute part
of the annual budget requests or long-term·plans for growth and development.
Some may originate with top management, particularly expansion and new
product proposals. Others will flow from the pulp and paper mill, paper con
verting plants, the sawmills, plywood and other forest product plants, re
search facilities, sales establishments, and timberlands. If there are geographic,
functional or product subdivisions within these categories, then each of the
individual subdivisions will have capital proposals for expansion, new facili
ties, replacements, cost-savings, and strategic benefits. The proposals ordi
narily represent capital projects which management at the lower levels, or at
the higher levels, is ready to undertake. They should be proposals which will

oCUMULATIVE VALUE OF CAPITAL PROPOSALS AND ASSETS IN DOLLARS Y

FIGURE I. Idealized demand schedule for capital for a hypothetical firm

10



CAPITAL BUDGETING FOR TIMBERLANDS

improve the company’s future earnings, or in other words tend to maximize
the net present worth of the firm. Economically attractive capital projects,
then, are likely to be those that reliably show high rates of return on invest
ment.

The aggregation of all proposals for new capital outlays and the installed
capital assets in terms of quantity of investment and expected earning rates
would produce a demand schedule for capital that would approximate the
generalized schedule presented in Figure I. The capital requirements for new
proposals and the value of installed assets is accumulated according to the
expected earning rates. The high earning investments are at the left, the lo,v
earning prospects at the right.

The schedule itself presents a rationale for capital budgeting and maximiz
ing the net present worth of a firm. It suggests favoring those capital proposals
and installations whichshowprospectsofahigh:rgt~of:retllrll()l1the.. in
vested dollar. Rejection of low rate of return proposals and liquidation of
installed assets of low productivity for purposes of reinvestment in the higher

TABLE II. SCHEDULE OF CAPITAL PROJECTS FOR A HIGHLY INTEGRATED

SAMPLE FIRM X IN A RECENT FOUR-YEAR PERIOD

I. A new headquarters office building
at O.

2. A new distributing plant at O.
3. A corrugated box plant, a paper con

verting mill, a bag plant and a small
paper machine at A.

4. A new paper converting plant at R.
5. A bag plant at B.
6. A box plant at D.
7. A new paper mill at N.
8. A new pulp mill and bleach plant at

E.
9. A new bleach plant, a third liquor

recovery unit, and a third lime kiln
at C.

10. A sawmill at E tv utilize small logs
formerly sold to lumber industry.

I I. A green veneer plant at H to utilize
logs formerly sold to lumber indus
try.

12. Expansion of plywood capacity at F.
13. Expansion of pulp capacity at C, at

L, and at E.
14. A second paper machine at E, at A,

and at G.
15. N e'v printing equipment at Pand M

I I

for better package designs for con
sumer products.

16. Equipment improvements to increase
paper machine capacity at W, at E
and at S.

17. Improvements to plywood and lum
ber mills at E to increase efficiency.

18. Timberland acquisitions of 80,000

acres at L, at P and at V.
19. Access road construction for final

harvests and thinnings.
20. Planting approximately 5°,000 acres

at L and at P.
21. A decentralized wood yard with de

barking and chipping facilities at J.
22. Replacement of barking equipment

at F and at T to reduce cost and in
crease chip output.

23. Research in soils, new uses for paper
and adaption of paper to other ma
terials.

24. Converting plant at G shut down;
machinery transferred to A.

25. Shut do\vn of waste burner at F.
26. Disposal of interest in fiberboard

plant at K.
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earning opportunities is likewise indicated. However, some sort of criterion
is needed to determine where to draw the line. The model suggests use of
some guiding rate of return as a standard. The determination of this standard
is discussed indirectly in the next section on the supply of capital and more
specifically in the subsequent section on acceptance and rejection criteria.

To provide a more empirical insight into a firm's demand for capital, Table
II presents a partial schedule of a capital program completed by a highly
integrated sample firm during a recent four-year period. The schedule in
Table IlisnQt<:9rnplete and does not reflect proposals that were rejected. It
excludes practically all·smaller items suchisffucksandothexJTIobile equip
ment, .replacementdbfdepreciated ordobSQl~te equipmen1:,modificatiolldof
equipment fornew product designs, chemical spraying Jor tirnber stand irii·
pr()vernent and many other items of the same sort. Most of the listed outlays
are for expansion of established product lines including new plants and ex
pansion of established facilities. Some improvements and replacements for
increased efficiency and reduced costs are listed as well as a few assets scheduled
for liquidation. A trend toward more effective and complete plant integration
with the firm's resource base, a general characteristic of the forest product
industries, is likewise indicated by the schedule.

The capital expenditures for the four years including most of the above
projects is given in Table III. These outlays are higher than average for firm
X. During the preceeding 8-year period, for example, total additions to prop
erty were $176 million, averaging $22 million per year. The total capitaliza
tion is a half billion dollars, having more than doubled in the last ten years.
This is consistent with the general expansion that has taken place in the
American economy since the end of the War.

TABLE III. AMOUNT AND USES OF CAPITAL DURING RECENT 4-YEAR

PERIOD--SAMPLE FIRM X

Additions to property
Plant improvements
Advances on construction not depreciable

in one year
Investment in new paper company

4-year total

Average per year

$187,922,000
39,700,000

18,290,000
4,800,000

$250,7 12,000

$ 62,678,000

T he forest enterprise"s demand for capital. From the standpoint of capital
management the forest manager has two major functions. He needs to develop

capital proposals and budgets which will improve the present net worth of th .,.,.,.,.,."." d
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8. Improvements such as forest nurser
ies and associated facilities, garage
and repair facilities, ,vorkshops,
communications equipment, and off
ices.

9. Forest inventories and permanent in
ventory systems.

10. Forest product processing plants
such as sawmills, debarking and
chipping facilities, veneer and ply
wood plants, log concentration, sort
ing and storage facilities.

I I. Improvements in wood procurement
facilities and wood inventory pro
gram to reduce ,vood costs and capi
tal requirements for wood inventory.

12. Research studies to improve produc
tivity or reduce costs.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF FOREST OWNERSHIPS

management. New proposals ordinarily will come underth~ §~rutiny of
upper management levels and often top management. Capital requirements
necessary for current wood production may not require rate of return justi
fication. Other proposals, however, having to do with long-run needs ordi
narilydemand stronger empirical justification, preferably in terms of ex
pected earning rates on investment, additional wood production and future
cost reduction. These are meaningful criteria that will enable top management
to evaluate proposals with respect to maximizing the long-run earnings and
the net present worth of the firm.

TABLE IV. MAJOR TYPES OF CAPITAL PROPOSALS IN THE FOREST ENTERPRISE

I. New land acquisitions to improve
age-class structure, expand output, to
block up holdings, to improve access
and general efficiency of operations.

2. Regeneration· of unstocked and new
ly cut-over areas.

3. Harvest of low productivity stands
and trees, including salvage and
thinning proposals.

4. Timber stand and tree improv,ement.
5. Roads for final harvests, thinnings

and periodic salvage of mortality in
old-growth.

6. Equipment for forestry and logging
purposes. Includes new items to re
duce operating costs and replace
ment of depreciated and obsolete
equipment.

7. Forest protection facilities and haz
ard reduction programs.

The management of existing assets of the forest enterprise do not come
under the same close scrutiny of top management except as reflected in new
capital proposals or in monthly and annual cost statements for current wood
production. Earning rates on installed timberland assets usually 'are not cal
culated or known explicitly. Accounting for timberlands more often than not
is oriented tOvvard costing company-produced wood. Abnormally high costs
obviously indicate an unfavorable impact on current profits, and low costs a
favorable influence.

Minimizing current wood costs does not necessarily maximize long-run
earnings unless the impact on future costs arid .productivity· of the forest
asset:sHis·· taken into account. The forest .. fuartager,· tnerefore,n()t only needs
to keep a careful eye on current wood costs but also to appreciate the relation
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of wood production methods and plans to the future productivity of the forest
enterprise. This requires that he be aware of the earning rates of the installed
assets and plan for liquidation or replacement of those forest assets whose pro
ductivity is lowest or below some minimum acceptable rate. Unfortunately,
the effectof· ..currentwood ..production.operationsonfuture.wood.yields and
costs and th~prQdlJctivityoftheresiduaLgrowing·stock· is not reflected in
current cost or other operating statements and thereby tends to be obscured
from top management. There are few firms with accounting systems that
will even provide a realistic measure of the average earning rate of the entire
forest enterprise, let alone individual segments. This is a major deficiency
wherever it exists since it makes it difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate the

efficiency ?f~~.:~~p~~~li~vr~st~.4 .. iI1 th~ f()rest enterprise.. The.:telative.·.·.pI"{)-
ductiv"ifyof· particular forest assets .is.one .of the best explicit guides to the
allocation ofllewc::a.pitai outlays and the harvest of stands and trees.

The demand schedule for new and installed capital for the forest enterprise
can be aggregated as in Figure 3. Although such a model is highly idealized,
it is nevertheless consistent with the realities of timber management. For ex
ample, growing stock which is just entering the merchantable class typically
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FIGURE 2. Idealized model of growing stock productivity. The abscissa can
be viewed as the aggregation of the dollar value of individual
trees or stands according to their value growth rates
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has a high growth rate, and therefore, a high earning rate. On the other hand,
old growth or trees in excess of 25 inches in diameter have consistently lower
earning rates. Trees which are expected to succumb due to stand competition,
insects, or disease are capital losses and imply a negative value growth rate; the
capital they constitute is subject to loss unless salvaged. Thus, it is possible
to aggregate the growing stock by individual trees or stands in dollar terms
according to prospective value growth rates as in Figure 2. The figure im
mediately suggests harvest of gro\ving stock or capital having negative and
lowest growth rates, i.e., the liquidation and reinvestment of unproductive
capitaL It also suggests managing the residual capital to increase its earning
rate. Implications for specific action are classification of stands according to
relative productivity and design of periodic inventories to reveal growth per
formance of stands.

In a similar way it is possible to aggregate reforestation and timber stand
improvement proposals for different sites, locations, and planting or stand con
ditions. Prospective investments in advance roads for thinnings and periodic
salvage of mortality can be aggregated in the same manner. Other types of
capital assets and proposals can be similarly viewed. All can be aggregated
into a collective model as presented in Figure 3. Here, the lumpy character
of installed assets and new capital proposals is retained. As would be expected,
the installed assets constitute a much greater proportion of the total capital
involved in the management of a forest property in anyone year.

The value of the foregoing models is largely in the over-all view or theory
it gives for the problem of capital management. It directs attention to the
productivity of capital, i.e., its expected earning rate. It emphasizes the im
portance of identifying low productivity investments and eliminating them
or replacing them with more productive capital. It guides the development of
new proposals and thereby the flow of capital into the most productive op
portunities within the forest enterprise. These are the opportunities which can
compete most favorably with demand for capital elsewhere in the firm and
are most likely to attract the favorable interest of top management. Th~y are
the opportunities which contribute most efficiently to the long-term earnings of
the firm and the maximization of its net present worth.

The Supply of Capital

The supply of capital refers to the funds that a firm can generate and their
cost for internal investment purposes. Here, the subject is treated briefly and
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largely with the vie\v of developing a general appreciation of the cost of
capital and its significance in capital budgeting.

Sources of funds. A firm has two main sources of permanent capital funds:
internal sources, ,vhich are principally depreciation, depletion and retained
earnings, and external sources in the form of stock and bond issues. Deprecia
tion and depletion essentially represent the recovery of previous capital out
lays. Retained earnings are the undistributed portion of net earnings after
taxes. In the last decade internally generated funds have been the main source
of capital for internal investment among American corporations. Table V
shows the relative importance of the alternative sources of permanent capital
for the years 1946-57. The large increase in depreciation is associated with
a near tripling in the book value of gross capital assets of corporations as
American industry has expanded. There has also been an increase in average
depreciation rate due to statutory changes and increase in ratio of equipn1ent
to plant facilities. Depreciation and retained earnings have typically pro
vided about 75 percent of the long-term capital funds.

External financing has been less attractive relative to the dependence upon
internally generated funds. Plowback of retained earnings has certain tax
advantages to stockholders, especially those in high brackets, and saves on
brokerage fees and underwriting expenses associated with security issues.
Debt financing often carries restrictions on uses of funds, future financing,
and other aspects of corporate management. Debt also tends to lower the
credit status of a firm. Equity financing ordinarily does not involve restric
tions associated with debt capital, but Security and Exchange Commission
regulations involve costs and time-consuming details and procedures.

Table VI shows the average annual capital generated· by source for sample
firm X during a recent four-year period. The pattern is fairly consistent with
that for corporations generally.

TABLE VI. AVERAGE ANNUAL CAPITAL GENERATED BY SAMPLE

FIRM X DURING A RECENT 4-YEAR PERIOD

Source 0/ Funds Thousands 0/ Dollars

Total net earnings $41,365
Dividends paid out 25,993

Percent

Retained earnings
Depreciation and depletion
418% Notes
Stocks

Total capital generated

19

15,372

19,834
15,816

2,3 80

$53,4°2

29
37
3°
4

100
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Growth accumulation. Growth that is accumulated to build up growing
stock is a form of retained earnings, but with its own special characteristics.
As a general principle and up to a certain level, the growth per acre of a stand
of timber is directly correlated with the amount of growing stock per acre.
Thus, a~ growing stock is. increased as a tesUlt ofharves,ting less 'than the
total growth both the total capital and the total aIliluaLearningsofthe forest
enterprise. are increased' automatically and Il1Qreorlesssimultaneously. In
this sense growth is a source of capital for increasing future earnings of the
firm. As here outlined, the accumulation of growth in the form of growing
stock is a form of automatic reinvestment, if the decision not to harvest all the
growth is excepted.

An important aspect of the growth accumulation process for building up
capital is that the additional capital is not subjected to annual income taxing.
The accumulated growth does not appear in the income statement or in any
cash form and thereby is a tax-free form for reinvesting corporate earnings.
In this sense it has a special advantage as a source of capital for increasing
future company wood yields.

T he cost of capital. The cost of ~apital refers to the interest rates paid
on debt capital plus selling commissions and other expenses associated with
bond issues. For equity capital the cost is calculated as ratio of expected earn
ings per share of common stock to the expected price, less flotation costs, per
share of a new stock issue. The ratio of current earnings to current stock
prices is only an estimate of the cost of new equity capital and is valid only if
it can be assumed that a new issue will not affect the market for the firm's
stock.

The cost of using internally generated capital is measured by the earnings
foregone on investment opportunities outside the firm. In other words the
condition for reinvesting company funds internally is that such plowback will
add more to the investors' earnings than investments in the loan market or in
another firm. Theoretically, then, the cost of internal capital is the foregone
earnings on the best investment opportunities of the same risk outside the firm.
Su~g ,..e,~rnings" howeverfsh6uldbecalculated..,.,.,a.f.t.e...r. ,.,.tJ1X.eS,.,., Ql! "st?ckholders'

············""~::····-aT~I~l"~~·d~"andothertrans£er.costshavebeen.takenintQ,a,ccount. , .

Currently the cost of debt capital is at a new high. For domestic corporate
bonds current yields are averaging 4.7 percent; 4.5 percent for the highest
grade bonds and 5. I for the lO"\vest Moody ratings. Industrial bonds are
averaging 4.6 percent. In mid-I958 corporate bond yields were averaging
4.0 percent, with industrials at 3.8 percent. The rise in cost of debt capital
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reflects a general increase in demand for credit and the current government
fiscal policy. U.S. Treasury bond yields have risen from 3.3 percent in mid
1958 to 4.1 percent in mid-1959. Reflecting the increased cost of long-term
borrowings, corporate bond flotations in the first half of 1959 have fallen to
$3.5 billion, $2 billion less than the first half of 1958.

The cost of equity capital is considerably higher than long-term borrowing.
In the first half of 1959 net earnings, based on Moody's Index for 125 in
dustrial stocks, were 6.0 percent after taxes and 12.5 percent before taxes.
Since corporate earnings are taxable and interest on debt is tax-deductible,
the relative costs of debt and equity capital are best estimated by before-tax
comparisons. Unless investments can show rates of returnil1..excess of the
cost of equity capital, .firia.IlC:ingthrough new stock issues ordinarily is not
attfacfivel()Hrnari3,gernent. Moreover, foraIliIldivid ual firm earnings on in
vestment of funds from the sale of new shares must promise a higher rate of
return than current earnings in order not to dilute present stockholders' in
terest and earnings.

The corporate income tax on earnings obviously makes equity financing ex
pensive and necessarily tends to restrict its use to the most highly productive
investments. Debt financing has been preferred for this reason, but it must be
kept in mind that restrictions other than interest charges limit long-term
corporate borrowings. An excessive ratio of debt to equity in the capital
structure of a firm tends to have an adverse effect on credit ratings and in
creases the burden of fixed costs. In manufacturing enterprises low debt
ratios are the general rule. Restrictions on use of debt capital also limit long
term borro\ving.

The cost of internal capital, of course, is related to the bond and stock earn
ings available outside the firm. Retained earnings are not taxed as dividends
and therefore are cheaper than paying out all dividends and financing with
new stock issues. The cost of such capital can be regarded as intermediate be
tween debt and new equity capital and has the advantages of no restrictions
on use and freedom from the regulations of the Securities and Exchange
Commission.

From the foregoing, it is obvious that the average cost of capital, before
income taxes, for corporate enterprises lies between a minimum of 4 to 6
percent on debt capital and in excess of 12 percent on equity capital. For
higher risk and unstable firms such as unintegrated lumber businesses the cost
of capital will be very high, placing a severe restriction on investments in tim
ber growing. For larger and more stable businesses, such as the highly inte-
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This is consistent with the nature of a free competitive capitalistic system
where investment funds tend to flow into those opportunities which promise
the highest earnings after risks and uncertainties are taken into account. It is
also compatible with stockholder interest in earnings on investment.

T he guiding rate of return. In practice, top management determines the
guiding rate of return, or the rejection rate as it is sometimes called, for capital
rationing purposes. Theoretically, it should not be less than the firm's long
term cost of capital. This is not always known. The firm's long-term average
earning rate is sometimes used as an estimate. As such it is an historical re
flection of the earning rate which has consistently met the interests of stock
holders and has proven adequate to attract capital and provide for the growth
of the firm. The long-term rate may be estimated in terms of the future earning
rate necessary to maintain stockholder satisfaction and to attract new capital.
However the long-term cost of capital may be determined, it constitutes the
minimum rate for acceptance. It sets a floor below which investments ought
not to be made irrespective of the supply of funds available for internal in
vestment.

From year to year the guiding rate applied by management may be varied,
at levels above the long-term cost of capital, to reflect short-term changes. in
capital cost or supply of capital funds, to adjust to prospective changes in
future profit and the corresponding demand for capital, and to meet dividend
requirements when earnings fluctuate. For individual firms the long-term
cost of capital can be taken to lie between 12 and 30 percent, more often per
haps, between 15 and 20 percent. The current acceptance rate, however, may
be set as high as 50 percent or higher where economic conditions dictate severe
restriction of capital outlays. These rates are before taxes.

The guiding rate as an estimate of the firm's cost of capital should not be
used slavishly nor as a substitute for judgement founded on tested experience
in accepting and rejecting capital proposals. However, the definition of a
guiding rate serves to concentrate efforts in uncovering and developing capital
proposals and planning a firm's growth on the more attractive opportunities.
I t also serves as an aid to judgement in reviewing proposals and making final
decisions. Calculated rates of return on prospective investments arepredic
tions. As such, they are not as precise as the underlying mathematics and sel
dom perfect substitutes for the judgement and intuition of experienced man
agement. Nevertheless, a calculated rate of return in favor of an investment
or against its acceptance often simplifies the judgement process, making rou
tine much which otherwise could be complex for the manager.
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equipment developments it does not suffer sudden obsolescence. If necessary,
it can alway~ be liquidated to recover the original capital outlays. As a perma
nent nondepreciating asset it should be and slowly is coming to be regarded
as sound permanent collateral for borrowed capital when borrowing is neces
sary. The main requirement in the financial management of a forest enter
prise should not be early payback periods, but maintenance of the value of the
capital assets and realization of an earning rate that satisfies the guiding rate
of return.

The guiding rate for strategic investl11ents. For strategic investments such
as the forest enterprise, calculated rates of return on prospective capital proj
ects using current prices and costs will underestimate the real profitability of
such investments. Such proposals are inherently handicapped in the internal
competition for capital with the sales and production divisions where the
guiding rate for capital budgeting is given by the firm's current cost of capital.
Handicaps of this sort oft~~ alld obviousIYq~:1.QQQsc:ur.eqtheqbestj.nterestsQf!h~

firm. For this reason it is not uncommon for firms to use a handicap rate which
will shelter strategic investments from the full rigors of cost-of-capital compe-

tition. Among forest products firms, rates of return as 10rY;: :::::3:':.~~e~;~~~~:::,e:t:¥::::::::
often used in appraising new acquisitions of land and growingqqst~(:l{';"""e~~';f~'~t-

ing plantation investments, and setting rotations for regulating forest pro
duction. These are exception rates and may be regarded as an alternative to
estimating long-run wood prices in absence of any, or' additional, company
wood production. As such they are no more than a guess of the extra benefits
of company-owned woodlands, but more acceptable for planning purposes
than long-run price predictions. A useful supplement to such exception rates
are estimates of the proportion of wood which should come from company
owned woodlands relative to the open market. In the South, for example, the
ratio of 50 percent has been widely used among pulp and paper firms in recent
years. Again such figures are but estimates.

For various reasons, rates of return may not be calculated or used in plan
ning the acquisition of new lands, plantation investments, and rotation ages.
In light of the capitalistic nature of the forest enterprise, this is a paradox. It
may be argued that the market establishes land and growing stock prices and
a firm has no alternative but to pay the so-called "retail" or "wholesale" price.
For purposes of the transaction this may be a valid argument. But it seems ob
vious, that management should be aware of the earning prospects on such
investments as calculated at current prices and costs. Calculated earning
rates of this sort provide a basis for setting the guiding rate of return for
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strategic timberland investments and appraising future acquisitions. When
practiced generally by the wood industries it can be an aid to market price
formation which is consistent with the best interests of the industry.

While regeneration is obviously a necessary condition for sustained yield
enterprises, failure to evaluate expected rates of return on reforestation proj
ects leaves management without explicit financial guides for improving
efficiency and productivity of such investments. Regeneration investments
are long-term outlays and for that reason have the character of strategic in
vestments. Guiding rates of return, however, may be set higher than those for
new land acquisition, since land costs, taxes and other annual expenses may be
treated as fixed where the firm does not contemplate reducing its timberland
holdings.

Once a firm is committed to the ownership of timberland for the strategic
advantages of company control over raw material supply, the next most
vital decision from the standpoint of capital management and wood production
is the rotation age. In setting rotation age, the fore~t manager by and large
determines the total capital that the forest enterprisewillreqy.ireai1.daccumu
late. Given the land on which the forest is located, and the general system of
management to be practiced, the rotation age decision also determines the
total annual growth, and therefore, the annual earnings and average rate of
return of the forest enterprise. In this sense, the setting of rotation age is one
of the most critical decisions in capital b~dgeting for the forest business. It
can be tantamount to fixing the rate of ret~rn which the forest enterprise will
yield as a segment of the firm's total oper,\\tions. The earning rate of a forest
property is not entirely inflexible, notwithst~nding the strategic considerations.
~he goal of maximum wood growth per~cteperyear,asgivenby the culmi
nat!oIld()friieariaiiriualincrement, involves acceptance of a zero or nearly zero
rate of return on the lasfaccunlulatiollsofdcapital in the form of growing stock.
Rotations based on this criteria imply a most desperate supply situation with
respect to both wood and additional land. Because of the nature of tree growth,
and the current wood supply situation generally, guiding rates for setting
rotation ages on industrial forestry properties will commonly be on the order
of 3 to 5 percent, possibly 6 percent in a few cases. The use of a rate of zero
percent, which corresponds to the technical rotation based on mean annual
increment, is unlikely. Rates used in planning rotation ordinarily will be
lower than those used in planning capital outlays for manufacturing plant
and equipment. Generally speaking, lowerexc!eption rates lead to longer ro
tations, higher capital requirements and lowet average earning rates on total
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investment, but greater wood gro\vth and dollar earnings per acre~ The last
two will increase at a diminishing rate as the guiding rate is lowered.

The guiding rate for development investments. Once a firm has acquired
lands and the initial growing stock it judges necessary to meet future wood
requirements, the exception rate for acquisition and rotation determination
purposes may not be applicable to the optimum development of the forest en
terprise. Once the fixed assets necessary to protect the long-run wood supply
are acquired, additional investments in development may be guided by the
cost of capital criteria or a higher exception rate. The cost of acquisition and
annual expense of retaining ownership, including administration, protection
and ad valorem taxes are fixed and unavoidable costs in attaining control of
X percent of company wood supply. These are taken into account in acquiring
the strategic advantage. In developing the property, however, they are rele
vant only insofar as they change as a result of development. They are not
chargeable to capital projects \vhich increase productivity of the land and
growing stock. Investments in roads for thinning, or salvaging mortality in
old growth, capital expenditures for timber stand improvement and pruning,
and outlays for equipment should be subjected to a higher guiding rate than
the exception rate applied in planning acquisition, regeneration, and perhaps
the rotation age for the forest enterprise. A higher rate is also justifiable to
direct management efforts to the best investment opportunities in the forest
enterprise. This will be particularly important in the transition period from
an extensively managed, unregulated forest to a sustained yield unit under
intensive management.

Estimates of increased wood yields and open-market supply. Since the funda
mental reason for the forest investment is provision for future wood needs,
rate of return appraisals on capital projects for property development and in
creasing productivity should be supplemented with information on the addi
tional wood yields expected as a result of the new outlays. For maximum
usefulness such data should indicate when the additional yields will be re
alized, and these should be compared with expected yields in case the proposal
is rejected.

Because the prospect of excessive cost or lack of adequate supply of open
market wood is the primary justification for strategic investments in the forest
enterprise, it is important that the outlook for outside wood supplies be re
evaluated periodically. Important factors that need to be taken into account
are: the long-term expansion plans of the firm; changes in inventory and pro
ductivity of noncompany and company wood lands; technological changes
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affecting utilization of little-used species and wood residuals in the supply
area; prospective changes in the forest landownership pattern and the as
sociated management policy; and the impact of wood requirements of com
petitors and potential competitors on the future open-market wood supply.

The long-term outlook for wood supply is a key consideration in establishing
a forest enterprise; it should continue to be a primary guide in its development
and management The forest manager and top management should be con
tinually informed on the long-term supply outlook and capable of acting ob
jectively in adjusting the forest enterprise to important changes in that out
look. Close coordination is necessary between the forest manager and the wood
procurement division which ordinarily should have close appreciation of the
open-market wood situation. They, in turn, must be able to work closely with
top management which is best informed on expansion plans and technological
changes in prospect for the firm and responsible for the profitability of the
total business.

Some il1zpacts of the Federal income tax. Returns from forest investments
are subject to a different rate of income taxation than manufacturing and
sales revenues of corporate businesses. For this reason they should compete
with other capital proposals within the firm on an after-tax basis.

Where corporate earnings are taxed at the ordinary rate of 52 percent,
the stumpage value less the depletion allowance for company-produced wood
is taxed at only 25 percent, the capital gains rate. The intent of the law is to
improve the relative attractiveness of forest investments. It does so by making
substantially lower before-tax rates of return on forest investments equally or
more attractive than the often higher rates before taxes on capital investments
outside the forest enterprise. For example, a 13 percent return before taxes on
a forest investment subject to the capital gain tax rate usually will be equiva
lent to a 20 percent return on an investment subject to the 52 percent ordi
nary tax. Actually, in many cases the relative advantage will be much greater.

The expensing of outlays for cultural \vork other than planting is another
important provision that greatly in1proves the after-tax earning rate of forest
investrnents in timber stand improvement, pruning, fertilization, and other
similar cultural treatn1ents. The net investment in such capital projects is
less than half the cost, actually only 48 percent, for corporations in the 52
percent ordinary tax bracket since funds for such projects are taken from
company earnings before income taxes.

The capital gains tax provision and the expensing of cultural investments
probably have had a lTIOre profound effect on the flow of capital into corporate
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forestry investments than any other public policy or program. Because of the
great impact of these provisions on the earning rates of forest investments,
evaluation of capital proposals for the forest enterprise are seriously defective
until the tax effects are taken into account.

IV. OUTLINE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITAL PROPOSALS

The object of capital budgeting is to direct the flow of capital into the
most profitable investment opportunities available to the firm. It requires the
discovery or creation of opportunities that promise high rates of return. It
implies uncovering low productivity assets and planning for their liquidation
or replacement. This is as much the task of the lower levels of management
as it is ultimately the responsibility of top management.

Expansion and continued high earning power require a surplus of op
portunities promising high rates relative to the amount of capital available
for new and replacement investments. A characteristic of good management,
therefore, is an awareness of the importance of capital productivity to plan
ning the firm's business and the ability to uncover or create opportunities for
profitable investment.

Recognizing the 0 pportunities

Given the existing forest properties for a particular firm, the investment
opportunities are associated with increasing productivity of established stands
and unstocked lands, reducing cost of current wood production, and increasing
utilization intensity through improved logging techniques and market develop
ment. The discovery and development of highly productive investment pro
posals ordinarily require considerable thought, time, and effort in searching out
opportunities and preparing the analyses and final proposals. The first step
is recognizing the opportunities. This requires an on-the-ground appreciation
of the current productivity of forest assets and logging operations supple
mented by an excellent knowledge of forestry technology, close touch with re
search and new developments in equipment and technology, and an awareness
of markets, prices, and costs. When these are changing rapidly, as they have
been in the last decade and will continue to well into the future, it is im
portant for management to stay abreast of the progress in order to obtain the
maximum advantage in capital planning. Among the larger forestry firms,
company experimental forests and staff are designed to help meet this need.

Once the opportunities are recognized, it is the task of management to
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select those which are likely to prove most productive, for analysis of every
possibility in anyone year is an impossible undertaking. This is a judgement
matter, and largely the responsibility of the forest manager. It fares best ,vhen
there is an abundance of productive investment opportunities and a well
developed experience in uncovering and analyzing capital proposals.

The functions of forest management provide the guide lines for seeking
out opportunities. They are protection, marketing, harvesting, thinning, sal
vaging, road development, stand improvement, tree improvement, regenera
tion of harvested stands, reforestation of nonstocked lands, equipment pur
chase and replacement, regulation of the flow of wood and the mill yard in
ventory, forest land acquisition and sale, and a number of others. The practical
job is to determine which functions should be undertaken or expanded; how
much should be done; where the functions should be applied; and the tech
nology and intensity of practice that should be used. This requires a rather
thorough on-the-ground knowledge of stand and ground cover conditions;
site quality, growth, and yields; species and stocking; terrain and accessibility;
production rates for men and equipment for the various functions and stand
conditions; stumpage and log values; market possibilities; tax effects, and
much else. Obviously these are matters often best known to the forester di
rectly responsible for managing a particular area. He is the key figure in
recognizing opportunities. He needs to be a good business manager, aware of
the firm's objectives, as well as a good forester and logging engineer. The
general manager for the forest enterprise needs to appreciate this point keenly
and develop his land managers accordingly. Being in closer touch with top
management and the wood procurement problems of the firm, he can direct
the attention of his land managers toward those activities. which generally
promise to be most fruitful for the firm as a whole. He can request proposals
for capital projects that will meet particular problems or interests of the firm.

Defining Proposals and Alternatives

Appraisals of proposals will be best appreciated by top management if sev
eral alternatives with respect to the same opportunity are examined simul
taneously. After an opportunity is selected for analysis and development, the
next step is to define the present method of operation or management and one
or more alternatives which prospectively constitute a profitable improvement
~ver the present method. The following case examples present several types
of proposals which might be selected or set up for study by a forest enterprise.
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CASE NO. I

A firm has an X-acre tract of old growth which is now scheduled for clear
cutting in 20 years. In similar areas where access roads have been established,
it has discovered that it can economically harvest dead and down timber in
old-growth stands. The old growth in the harvest area is classified as decadent.
The firm recognizes that advance roading to realize the current salvage and
to capture the periodic mortality on the unharvested portions during the next
20 years has favorable economic prospects. The following proposals may be

developed.

Plan A

I. Clear-cut all timber on a 20-year harvest plan.
2. No prelogging of salvage or mortality in leave stands.
3. 20-year road program for systematic clear-cutting on entire tract.

PlanB

I. Clear-cut green timber on 20-year harvest plan.
2. Prelog all dead salvage on entire tract in 10 years.
3. Follow-up salvage cuts at 5-year intervals after the first prelogging.
4. Io-year roading program for clear-cutting and prelogging salvage to

capture maximum part of total mortality on the entire tract.

Plan C

I. Clear-cutting green timber on a 2o-year harvest plan.
2. Prelogging all dead salvage and half of the anticipated 5-year total

mortality from the green stand in 10 years.
3. Follow-up salvage and anticipated mortality cuts from high risk trees

at 5-year intervals after the first prelogging.
4. Io-year roading program for clear-cutting and prelogging salvage and

anticipated mortality on the entire tract.

CASE NO.2

A proposal similar to Case No. I could be developed for management of
young growth stands. Here, the alternative to extensive management on a
clear-cutting basis would be advance roading and thinning at periodic inter
vals. The latter alternative can be broken down into several subordinate
proposals to reflect marketing alternatives. ·
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PlanA

Clear-cut young growth on a 75-year rotation. No advance road program
or thinning.

I. Deliver all wood to pulp mill.
2. Sell sawlogs and deliver balance to pulp mill.

PlanB

Clear-cut on 75-year rotation. Advance road 30-year old stands and thin
periodically at 5-year intervals.

I. Deliver all wood to pulp mill.
2. Sell sawlogs and deliver balance to pulp mill.
3. Plan management, thinnings, and final cut to yield maximum volume

of poles, piling, and other high value products. Sell sawlogs and other high
value products and deliver balance to pulp mill.

These proposals actually represent five alternative management systems
for company timber. They require that thinning yields and the final cut be
differentiated according to product proportions. The alternatives are real
possibilities in the Douglas-fir region. In the South similar alternatives are
available. Among the questions that need to be answered in Cases No. I and
NO.2 are the following:

a. What additional wood yields by products are realized from the plans
involving advance road programs for salvaging mortality or thinning?

b. What are the additional costs, revenues, and profits associated with the
alternatives to the clear-cutting proposals in Plan A?

c. What are the additional annual and total capital requirements for the
advance road programs for salvaging mortality or thinnings in young growth?

d. What are the expected rates of return, before and after taxes, on the
additional capital requirements?

e. What is the payout period on the capital outlays?

CASE NO.3

A southern firm is primarily interested in growing pine pulpwood. It has
many stands of cull and low-grade hardwoods with an understory of pine.
The indicated management is to girdle or poison the hardwoods to favor the
pine.' Several alternatives are possible.

Plan A

Allo,v the stands to develop naturally without any treatment to release the

-pine.
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Plan B

Remove all cull and low-grade hardwoods 6 inches and larger in diameter.

Plan C

Remove all competing hardwoods 2 inches and larger in diameter.

Plan D

Remove all competing hardwoods I inch and larger in diameter or more
than 5 feet in height.

These proposals contemplate evaluating the profitability of releasing pine
and determining the optimum intensity of release. They can be further refined
to compare alternative techniques for release. The possibility of utilizing
hardwood pulp,vood along with pine can be introduced. The same types of
proposals can be developed to appraise the profitability of precommercial
thinning.

The principal questions that need to be answered are:
a. What are the expected yields including thinnings under each plan at

rotation age of 30 years?
b. What are the additional costs, revenues, and profits associated ,vith the

alternative proposals?
c. What are the capital requirements for the release alternatives?
d. What are the rates of return, before and after taxes, on the respective

additional capital requirements of Plans A, B, C, and D?
e. What is the payout period on the capital outlays?

CASE NO.4

An eastern pulp and paper firm is dependent upon sap-peeling for its annual
supply of debarked hardwood pulpwood. The development of chemical de
barking, in which it participates, provides an alternative and cost studies show
that chemical debarking costs are less than sap-peeling. The firm does not
have a drum debarker and this likewise is an alternative. These three alterna
tives are refined to reflect the proportions of company wood and outside wood
involved. The alternative proposals might be defined as follows:

Plan A

All wood sap-peeled; 40 percent from company lands, 60 percent from out
side sources. This is the current wood procurement program.
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PlanB

Chemically debarking all wood; 45 percent from company lands and 55 per
cent from outside sources. The increase in proportion of company wood reflects
anticipated increases in yields per acre due to effectiveness of chemicals in
debarking small and irregular bolts ,vhich ordinarily are not sap-peeled.

Plan C

Drum debarking all wood; 45 percent from company lands and 55 percent
from outside sources. The drum debarker will handle small and irregular
bolts almost as well as chemical debarking.

The main questions toward which the analyses of these proposals should be
directed are:

a. What is the total cost of annual wood requirements under each alterna
tive?

b. What are the capital requirements for wood inventory and major de
barking equipment under each proposal?

Developlnent of Production and Yield Schedules

The next step after defining the alternatives is the development of the pro
duction rates and schedules and the wood yields relevant to each of the pro
posals. These are the basic data necessary for the economic analysis and final
appraisal of alternatives. Company data are not always available. Information
may have to be synthesized from other related experience or derived from out
side sources and trial projects. The types of data required for each of the fore
going case examples are outlined below. The technical details regarding their
development are omitted.

CASE NO. I

Comparison of A lternative Harvest Plans A.1 Band C

I. Total yields for each alternative.
2. General logging plan and cutting schedule for each plan.

a. Final clear-cutting schedule by area and volume.
b. Volume yields and area schedule for first and subsequent periodic

mortality salvage cuts.
c. Road development program.
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CASE NO.2

Yield Schedules, Roading and Equipment Requirements for Each Plan

I. Final yield per acre by products for each alternative.
2. Thinning yields per acre by products for each thinning cut.
3. Road requirements for each alternative"
4. Additional equipment requirements for thinning programs.
This outline is for analysis on an average acre basis. It can be extended to

cover a young growth management unit by developing an area cutting schedule
related to age classes for the period of a single rotation or some other appropri
ate interval.

CASE NO.3

I. Final yields per acre at rotation age.
2. Periodic thinning yields.
3. Labor requirements per acre for each plan.
4. Equipment requirements for hardvvood removal.
This outline also is for an average acre. It can be extended to include all

stands that are expected to respond favorably to release treatments. In the
latter case it may be desirable to stratify stands according to condition classes,
age of the pine, and character of the hardwood overstory. The type and inten
sity of treatment may also be varied according to the conditions. A simple
analysis of individual condition classes, however, could be a more practical
approach.

CASE NO.4

PlanA
I. Total annual "vood requirement in peeled cords.
2. Monthly cutting and peeling schedule during the 3-month peeling

season. Labor requirements.
3. Monthly woods inventory of peeled and piled wood.
4. Monthly hauling schedule.
5. Monthly wood inventory at mill yard.

PlanB
I. Total annual wood requirements in peeled cords.
2. Monthly treating schedule during summer season and labor require

ments.
3. Average annual inventory of chemically treated standing timber. Chemi

cally treated wood is not ready forharvest and delivery until a year or more
after treatment.
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4. Logging and hauling schedule on monthly basis for chemically debarked
wood.

5. l\lonthly wood inventory at mill yard.

Plan C

I. Total annual wood requirements in rough cords.
2. Monthly \voods inventory.
3. Monthly logging and hauling schedule.
4. Monthly wood inventory at mill yard.

Derivation of Unit Costs and Values

U nit costs and values are often available from accounting records of the
firm but sometimes have to be developed from outside sources or test studies
on actual operations. Company wood ordinarily should be valued at the mill
yard in terms of the cost of the most expensive outside wood that is delivered
to the mill yard. The outside wood costs should include procurement costs
and handling costs. The principle underlying this proposition is that company
wood substitutes for the most expensive outside wood that the mill must pur
chase to meet its annual wood requirements. If the capital proposal increases
company wood yields, ordinarily such extra wood production would replace
the most costly outside wood.

In addition to unit costs, data on fair market value of stumpage and de
pletion rates will be needed to determine tax-savings realized by company
wood. The difference between the fair market value per M and the depletion
rate can be credited as part of the firm's net earnings before taxes. Since this
amount is taxable at the 25 percent capital gain rate, it brings the firm a tax
saving of 27 percent on that portion of its earnings".

In preparing capital proposals the derivation of yields, production schedules,
and unit costs and values should be presented in an appendix where it can be
studied and checked by the accounting department and others who will have
responsibility for reviewing capital proposals.

A nalysis and Appraisal of A Iternati7Jes

When the unit cost and value data are completed and the yields and pro
duction schedules worked up, the study is ready for economic analysis and
comparison of alternative plans. Such analyses will vary some,vhat for indi
vidual cases but ordinarily will take the following form which is developed
for Case No. I.
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CASE NO. I-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

I. (a) What is the total cut under each plan?
(b) How much additional production is realized by the alternative plans

over the current method of operation?
(c) When will the additional production be realized?

The data given below are hypothetical for the alternative harvest plans
for Case No. I. The average increase per year will be realiz·ed more or less
annually during the 2o-year life of the old-growth tract.

PlanA

Tota1cut 400,000M
Increase over Plan A
Percent increase
Average increase per year

Platt B

420,00oM
20,000M

50/0
1,000M

Plan C

430 ,oooM
30 ,oooM

7·5%
1,5°01\1

II. (a) What is the value of the additional production?
(b ) What is the additional cost?
(c) What is the additional profit?

PlanA Plan B Plan C

Total revenue $24,000,000 $25,200,000 $25,800,000
Total cost 19,000,000 19,800,000 20,200,000

Total profit (before taxes) $ 5,000,000 $ 5,400,000 $ 5,600,000

Additional revenue over Plan A $ 1,200,000 $ 1,800,000
Additional cost over Plan A 800,000 1,200,000

Additional profit before taxes $ 4°0,000 $ 600,000

A Iter Tax Pro fit
Fair market value $10,870,000 $11,37°,000 $11,620,000
Depletion 870,000 870,000 870,000
Capital gain $10,000,000 $10,5°0,000 $10,750,000

Total profit less 52% tax $ 2,400,000 $ 2,592,000 $ 2,688,000
27% tax saving on capital gain 2,700,000 2,835,000 2,902,500

Total profit after taxes $ 5,100,000 $ 5,427,000 $ 5,590,500
Additional profit after taxes $ 327,000 $ 490 ,500
Percent increase over Plan A 6.5% 9-50/0

The total profits before taxes are the actual amounts by which the total
net earnings of the firm will be increased when it implements Plans A, B, or C.
These amounts are cost-savings that the firm realizes by operating its own
timber as opposed to open-market purchase of the same volume of wood. If
under Plan A, for example, the total net earnings of the firm were
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$105,000,000 before taxes, then purchasing the same wood on the open mar
ket would reduce net earnings before taxes by $5,000,000 or to $100,000,000.
In the latter event, treating all earnings as ordinary income at the 52-percent
tax rate would reduce earnings after taxes to $48,000,000. Under Plan A,
earnings after taxes will be $5,100,000 more or $53,100,000.

Under Plan A, B, or C, the firm can treat income from operating its own
timber as a capital gain subject only to a 25-percent tax. The capital gain
is given by the fair market value of the stumpage less the depletion. Under
Plan A, $10,000,000 of the $105,000,000 before taxes would be subject to the
25-percent rate and the balance to the 52-percent rate. The total tax would be
$51,900,000 and earnings after taxes $53, 100,000.

The above after-tax profit calculation treats profits from the timber in
vestment in Plans A, B, and C as ordinary income in the first step (Total
profit less 52 % tax). The next step is to determine the capital gain and apply
the 27-percent tax-saving rate to it (52 % - 25 % == 27%). This adjusts the
earnings of Plans A, B, and C to a 25-percent capital gain tax and also credits
them with 27 percent tax-saving on that part of the capital gain in excess of
the total profit before taxes. The tax saving is on the ordinary income that the
firm would earn even though Plans A, B, and C were not implemented.
Federal tax regulations permit offsetting capital gains on company-held stump
age against ordinary income.

In planning a new investment in timber growing, the profit after taxes
on that investment may be less than, equal to, or more than the profit before
tax. When the capital gain is two or more times greater than the calculated
before-tax profit, after-tax profits will be greater than the before-tax profit.
This phenomenon is dependent on the relationship of fair market value to the
before-tax profit per M and is demonstrated in the following case examples:

Case I Case 2 Case

(a) Profit before taxes $16.00 $16.00 $16.00 $16.00

(b) Fair market value $13.00 $17.00 $25.00 $33.00
(c) Depletion 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

(d) Capital gain $12.00 $16.00 $24.00 $3 2.00
(e) 52% of (a) $ 8.32 $ 8.3 2 $ 8.32 $ 8.3 2
(f) (a) minus (e) $ 7.68 $ 7.68 $ 7.68 $ 7.68
(g) 27% of (d) 3.24 4.3 2 6.48 8.64

(i) Profit after taxes $10.92 $12.00 $14.16 $16.32

When the capital gain is less than the before-tax profit on an investment,
then part of the timber investment earnings are subject to the 52-percent
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FACTORS WHICH ATTRACT EQUITY AND
BORROWED CAPITAL TO TIMBERLANDS

THE INVESTOR'S VIEWPOINT

William L. Moise, Financial Consultant

Sarasota, Florida

AFTER years of experience in the investment field, I am convinced that
the raising of money or capital should be and must be looked upon lnore

as an art than a science. A lumberman friend of mine in the South has a
\vonderful philosophy for doing business. First, establish the confidence line,
and then spread love and affection. Nothing is more important in this matter
of raising Inoney than to establish the confidence line, and that means to a
major extent confidence in the people, that they have the capacity to carry
out their projects and that they are people of integrity.

I was drawn into the forest products field because our firm, Blyth & Co.,
having originated on the Pacific Coast, had grown up in the area of some of
the large forest products companies. When I returned to business in 1946 after
the war, I determined that in the paper industry alone there were at least a
hundred companies '\vith annual sales of $10 million and up. In our business a
sales volume of $10 million is sort of a benchmark or criterion of a company
that is a prospect for financing, and I felt there ,vould be a great deal of busi
ness to be found in the forest products field.

In financing these paper companies one is drawn into various phases of
timber evaluation and timberland ownership and we have come to realize
that every new situation presents new problems.

From the investor's point of view, timber holdings have sales value out of
proportion to their earning power. If a consultant should make an appraisal of
all the timber and timberlands in the United States, I have estimated that he
would come out ,vith a figure in the neighborhood of $40 billion. The U.S.
Forest Service gives an unofficial figure of $41 billion. Yet the annual cash
production of the $40 billion of appraised value is about one billion dollars.
This "vas a government figure of two years ago and includes stumpage value
of all timber cut. Perhaps at today's levels it might be a billion and a half, but
it means that on an over-all basis we are dealing with an industry which
actually produces a cash return of 2.5 to 3.5 percent on its value.

Perhaps that is the reason w};1y there has not been more capital invested
in the research and engineering of the problems of harvesting timber-vvhy
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it is still so costly to get a tree from the point \vhere it is standing on its stump
into the sawmill, and why the returns do not conform to any other business.
On an average, industry in general earns about ten percent on its invested

capital.
There are two ways in which invested capital is measured. One definition

would be the entire assets. Usually, however, statistical ratios of earnings to
invested capital are stated in the earnings on the net invested capital; that is,
the stockholders' net worth. Where a corporation has no debt, the total in
vested capital and net worth are the same. For the o\vners, or stockholders,
this is the best criterion of management that there is. What does the manage
ment accomplish with the capital that is put into its hands?

I generally use the net worth figure because I have been inclined to favor,
in an industry as basic as forest products, that managelnent take advantage of
a moderate proportion of long-terln debt.

The ratio of earnings to net worth is the best common denominator for
comparison rather than earnings on sales which are highly variable. It so
happens thattoday the industry which has the lowest percentage of earnings
on sales has the highest percentage of earnings on net worth. It is the grocery
supermarket chain which earns from 1 to 1.5 percent on sales and 15 to 25
percent on net worth. Paper companies earn 5 to 6 percent on sales and 10

percent or better on net worth, after taxes.
Of course, the current, fair appraisal value of $40 billion does not sho\v

upon the books of large and small timber owners as part of their net worth in
those terms, and a distinction should be made between earning 2.5 to 3.5 per
cent upon this appraised value and the earnings on net \vorth.

But to make new timber investments, to acquire timber and timberlands,
you have to pay a price which is in line with this $40 billion valuation. How
can you justify such investments if you must pay a price which is a part of this
$40 billion base, and can see earnings of only 2.5 to 3.5 percent? One method
has been to exploit that investment immediately after the purchase, usually
by the construction of a pulp mill and any necessary sa\vmills or plywood
plants. Or, after purchase of a block of sawtimber, start immediately \vith a
planned program of cutting it back to a pulp\vood forest and thereby recoup
a major share of the initial capital investment. Many of the large forest pur
chases in the South and in the West have been based on a plan of cutting in
excess of sustained growth for the purpose of recouping a major part of the
investment in what business frequently refers to as "the foreseeable future."
In financing, this "foreseeable future" usually is rated at from 10 to 20 years.
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What are the answers to this question of why people invest in timberland?
There have been accumulating in this country, particularly since 1945, a great
many large family fortunes, estates, trusts, etc. We read about the days of the
Vanderbilts and the Astors and the Goulds, when there were in this country a
few family fortunes. Today wealth is more widely spread. Many of these
family fortunes are seeking very long-term investments, quite frankly looking
toward the next generation, and the second generation beyond. For that pur
pose investment in a growing natural resource is appealing.

There are sizeable funds seeking opportunities to make long-term invest
ments in timberland with relatively little concern about current returns.
However, all those with whom I have come in contact are sufficiently business
minded that they want these timberlands to support at least a normal interest
charge during the long holding period, and today that interest charge is 5.5
to 6 percent. We are right back to the fact that investors will not buy timber
lands on today's market on the basis of the annual return that can be derived
from stumpage. It brings us, again, to a policy of accelerated harvesting for
a sufficient period to reduce the debt to a point that can be supported by sus
tained yield management. Georgia-Pacific Corporation has been buying large
blocks of timber with heavy borrowings backed by accelerated harvesting
for debt repayment. They have a basic philosophy and they know where they
are going. They are convinced above all of the very long-term future value
of timber holdings. They are laying the groundwork for new growth and
larger growth in the future.

Georgia-Pacific Corporation has stated that it believes in buying timber
land and standing timber with borrowed money, using common stock to raise
capital to build paper mills, lumber mills, plywood mills, distribution facili
ties, and for merchandising, in order to exploit timber ownerships.

St. Regis Paper Co. has expressed a different idea. It has used common stock
for the acquisition of large timberlands, thereby setting the base for subse
quent borrowings as needed to build manufacturing facilities.

One of the major reasons for the purchase of timberlands is to protect and
insure a permanent supply of timber for multi-million 'dollar mills, making
pulp, paper, plywood, lumber, poles, etc. Another reason is to profit by ac
celerated liquidation of the standing timber purchased in wholesale lots at
less than going market prices. The idea of buying big tracts at ,vholesale and
selling at retail is known to all of you. What is a wholesale discount from a
retail appraisal? I have heard purchasers say, depending on the tract size and
location, that they usually think in terms of a discount from retail appraisal
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of 20 percent to 40 percent. Those figures have been applied in some of the
larger purchases, and would be a fair guess to keep in mind. If a company
buys a block of timber at a 40 percent discount and accelerates liquidation,
it can work out a plan whereby in ten to twenty years it will have its debts
paid off and still own a good quantity of timber and timberland which can
then be put on a sustained yield basis.

I have here three tables showing the timber supply situation in the United

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF u.s. FORESTS

BY AREA, VOLUME AND SPECIES GROUPS

(Figures Include Coastal Alaska)

Total Land Area
Commercial Forest Area
Timber Gro"\ving Stock
Standing Sawtimber

1,939,000,000 acres
488,000,000 acres

517,000,000,000 cubic feet
2,057,000,000,000 board feet

A rea Sawtimber

Millions Billions of
Location of Acres % of Total Board Feet % of Total

West 121 25 1,434 7°
East 367 75 623 3°
Total 488 100 2,057 100

Billions Board Feet

Softwoods Hardwoods

West 1,4°6 28
East 242 381
Totals 1,648 4°9

Ownership of u.s. Forest Resources

Millions Billions of
of Acres % of Total Board Feet % of Total

Federal 1°3 21 9°1 44
Other Public 27 6 76 4
Farm 165 34 308 15
Industry and Other Private 193 93 772 37
Totals 488 100 2,057 100

Billions of Board Feet

Softwood 0/0 Total Hardwood % Total

Federal 867 53 34 9
Other Public 62 4 14 3
Farm 14° 8 168 41

Industry and Other Private 579 35 193 47
Totals 1,648 100 4°9 100
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dividual buying 50 shares of stock, or an investment trust buying 100,000
shares of stock, or a large insurance company making a loan of $10 million or
$100 million, it comes down to the same thing. For such a comparison in
timber it is necessary to assemble in the simplest possible manner the basic
facts as shown by these tables.

We have basic investment data on the Weyerhaeuser Company, because it is
the one big company in this industry which has more or less bared its soul and
told us what it has. It did that in a proxy statement in its merger with Kieck
hefer Container Corporation in 1957 and I do not know of any other big
company that has gone to this extent in telling exactly how much timber it
has, what the kinds are, exactly what is the nature of its position in the lumber
industry, the plywood and the pulp industry. To me this prospectus is a classic
example of a simple, straightforward statement of a complicated situation.

In going after money of any kind you must realize that you are dealing to
a considerable extent with people who know but little about your industry.
I worked on financing of $85 million for timber acquisitions for the Simpson
Logging Co. of Seattle, three years ago, and it ended up $25 million as a
bank loan, maturing over a period of 6 to 7 years, and the balance of $60 mil
lion in long-term debts. We found a strong feeling on the part of the banks
and insurance companies that timber was something that they wanted to in
vest in, but they did not know how to measure it. One of the bankers said,
"We are favorably inclined to\vard this loan but we want to wait and see
what the insurance companies say about the long-term portion."

\Ve did not hesitate to seek outside help in establishing the character and
capacity of the people who own and manage the Simpson Logging Co. After
reading a statement on the Simpson people by the leading bankers of the
Pacific Northwest, the insurance companies said: "Here is an industry that
we want to back; these are people in which we now believe; we want to put""
their capacity together with the timber so that we can have a good loan and
make a good rate of interest. But what can we put in our files to prove that we
exercised due diligence ?"

In long-term borrowing from insurance companies and institutions, in
creating the legal instrument, it is standard practice that an independent
counsel be retained to represent the lender, and his fee is paid by the borrower.
In this instance we recommended to the insurance companies that they select
a recognized timber expert to represent them exclusively and that the bor
rowing company pay his bill. They obtained their own expert timber con
sultant from Portland and he became an advisor to the staff. That was using
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a perfectly proper device for establishing confidence, recognizing that the
lenders did not have sufficient experience to do something that they wanted
to do.

That is one answer to the question: How can we establish the confidence
line? Until you do that you are sitting on the other side of the room from
the people with whom you want to do business.

I will refer again to Weyerhaeuser, because the figures are available for
comparison. I figured out from this Weyerhaeuser proxy statement that a fair
commercial appraisal of its timber holdings and its operating properties
would amount to $70 to $75 per share of Weyerhaeuser stock. It sells in the
market at $39. It earns about $2.00 per share or less than 3 percent on my
valuation of the properties. Here you see in the practical operation of one of
the finest companies in this industry just exactly what I was talking about
before-the problem of rationalizing this rate of earnings with the values
that are behind it if those values could be realized, and the values that
Weyerhaeuser or any other company have to pay if they go out to buy more
timber.

I use Weyerhaeuser as an example when we are discussing situations where
the values are primarily timber, and use International Paper in situations
where the values are primarily in operating properties and merchandising.
Excepting in the Long-Bell case I do not recall a situation where in quite
some years International Paper has issued common stock for timber purchases.
I t has had the cash available. St. Regis, on the other hand, has issued common
stock in its two big '\vestern timber purchases in recent years, St. Paul and
Tacoma Lumber Co., and J. Neils Lumber Co. Georgia-Pacific, in a third
method of financing timber purchases, has gone into debt to a major extent.
Weyerhaeuser has had still a different problem, that of exploiting more
profitably the vast heritage of timberlands and timber holdings which were
acquired by the business in the early 1900's. You can study those four com
panies to get the fundamentally different methods of handling financial prob
lems by four different, very successful companies.

You all know that stocks or equities have to pay dividends. To pay divi
dends they have to earn them. Conventionally, in the United States, dividends
are about 50 percent of profits. The average American industry plows the
other 50 percent back into reinvestment in the company. That is why common
stocks have proved to be good long-term investments in this country. As long
as those policies continue and until we reach the unknown stage of a "mature
economy" I think that will continue to be the case. In an acquisition of timber
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based on the issue of common stock, you have to look ahead and ask: How
can we get the money to pay dividends on this common stock and earn those
dividends twice over?

If your plan is to cut the timber, you may not want to put out common
stock for your purchase because common remains out forever. You can
put out debt and liquidate that properly and soundly. So you try to strike a
balance and use some equity and a considerable amount of debt. Some of the
best companies in the industry have done this and have used a plan of ac
celerated liquidation in order to pay those debts. But you must show the
lender two things: first, that the retail value, the going value, for which the
timberlands could be sold, at least in small blocks, is substantially in excess of
the amount of the loan. On a big, expensive house you may borrow up to 50
percent of the value; if it's a little house that has a ready resale, you may
borrow 60-70-80 percent. The same thing is pretty much true in timberland.
Secondly, you have to be able to demonstrate that there will be income to make
payments regularly, from year to year, on both the interest and the principal.
That almost invariably requires an independent expert to make a cruise, to
give an estimated retail evaluation and to set up, with management, a liqui
dating program which can then be shown to the lender.

If the loan is conservative, say 50 percent of the appraised value, it can
probably be made without any guarantees. In a large purchase, if you want to
borrow 75 percent of the current appraised value of the timber and timber
land, then usually the lender will require some type of guarantee. As a rule
those guarantees are indirect, whereby the purchaser will set up a cutting
contract, and agree that he will take a certain amount of timber from the
lands, and that, whether he does the cutting or not, he will pay to the trustee
for the loan a minimum amount each year. Thisannual guarantee of payment
does not go on the company's balance sheet as a liability and yet it is similar
to a lease on any other property because it is a long-term obligation and must
be paid from year to year. With such a contract, the lender feels secure and
makes his loan larger on the expected ability of that company to perform its
contract and, to a lesser extent, on the value of the property itself. The ex
tent to which the borrower has to go in committing his other resources to
support a loan is determined largely by how large a loan he wants in relation
ship to the soundly appraised value of his timberland property.

To sell a big piece of timberland, look first to one of the established forest
products companies, which in the main are always in the market. Then look
at compani~s in other industries which have a leaning toward the cellulose
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industry. Recently, in connection\vith one of my projects, the president of
one of the N ew York banks came to me and said, "I have a buyer for this
timber property." The prospect was one of the great manufacturing corpora
tions of the country that has built up a large cash surplus. It is trying to find
an outlet in a different form of investment. To solve such a problem I would
seek out an investment banking firm that could demonstrate broad and suc
cessful experience in this particular field. It would know the channels to ex
plore, and in each one of these deals you have to explore.

Then we look to the individuals, the big family fortunes, that are less in
terested in current income than they are in building future values. You locate
them to a considerable extent through friends in commercial banks, investment
counselors and investment bankers, and in a few instances directly through the
family which publicly sets itself up to find means of investment. J. H. Whitney
& Co. of New York, for instance, is the investment mediun1 for the Whitney
fortune. Their interest in timber stems partly from their ownership in the
Great Northern Paper Co.

The managers of a large fortune might invest as much as 20 percent of it in
timberland. But I think this type of investment is applicable even to smaller
investors, people who just want to put money away in a natural resource, who
have become convinced that inflation is with us to stay and that timber hold
ings, if adequately scattered, are safe from disaster. They believe that timber
values and land values will go up in the long run, and they don't care whether
they go up in 2 years or 20 years. They also realize that new values are being
created continually through growth. They are people who are in the high tax
brackets and to whom current income is of relatively little value. They are
thinking about creating values, usually for their children and their grand
children. And there is a great deal of money throughout the country that is
liquid, and is in banks, and is mobile and seeking for something in which its
owners can believe.

But, you would not find this capital available unless you had established,
through operation and earnings and dividend payment, capacity to handle
such projects, to make them profitable, and to show a strong balance sheet.

If the Santa Fe timberlands became available for purchase" tomorro\v I do
not think you could float new securities to produce anything like the amount of
money that it would take to buy them. You would have to go through one of
these other routes. They would have to be bought by a big company already in
the industry, or with borro\ved money by some company that already had the
credit backing that would justify such a loan through a cutting contract.
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One of the largest timber and lumber aggregations ever sold for cash was
Coos Bay Lumber Company. An investment banking firm purchased the entire
equity for about $100 million which netted the stockholders over twice vvhat
the shares had been trading for in the market. Then, through a process of con
structive liquidation, the various parts were sold to interests capable of better
and more profitable management than had been previously applied. The largest
value was the timber itself, about 4 billion feet of old-growth timber that
finally sold for $70 million. That was offered to, looked at and considered by a
number of prospective purchasers before final sale. The result was, and still is,
profitable for all parties concerned. The banking firm was rewarded for hav
ing conceived the plan and for the risk of capital. The former owners received
payments far beyond their expectations and the new owners of the various
properties are operating them efficiently and profitably.

Many of the large investment banking firms have capital resources in excess
of the requirements of their day-to-day turnover of securities. Usually they
make an investment in a company in a situation that will put them temporarily
in a controlling position, through which they believe that with their kno\vledge
and connections they can bring about a constructive reorientation of that com
pany's business and get their capital back, in a period of perhaps two years.
This is not an investment trust that goes in for permanent investments; this is
an investment bank \vhich endeavors to keep its capital mobile. On this capital,
for a two-year risk, they should earn not less than 10 percent, and if Quite
successful as much as 50 percent.

An investor considering timber as an investment should break down his
analysis into four major categories, as I see them: first, the over-all situation
for timber as an investment, nationally. Second, the individual firm's plan for
earnings. Third, the value of the assets on which these earnings are going to
be made, their liquidation value. And finally, the confidence line.

I think the confidence line is the most important. In my first job at the
National City Bank, studying so-called science of credit, there were three C's:
Character, Capacity, and Capital. Capital was the financial aspects of the
credit, and that was last. Character was first, and Capacity, that is the demon
strated capacity to carry through the business project, was second. That means
having confidence in the people almost before you look at the figures.

DISCUSSION

Q: In the investment field as of now, do you feel that there is an amply
supply of capital to be invested in timber?
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MOISE: It is my impression that there is more capital available in institu
tions for this kind of investment then they have had use for. The long-term
institutional lending market has not been the tight part of this whole money
market. As a matter of fact, the total amount of loans and bonds of the kind
that insurance companies buy had a peak in 1957, declined in 1958, declined
again in 1959.

Q: Why would an insurance company be interested in acquiring a big tract
now?

MOISE: Timberland investments are interesting to the same insurance com
panies .that have been acquiring factories and store buildings, apartment
houses and hotels, leased out to various people. They are looking for an in
vestment return on their money, and when the money is recovered, still have
something more coming.

Q: Some insurance company loans have a penalty clause for a quick payoff.
Is that typical in these long-term timber loans?

MOISE: Some long-term loans have the option of doubling retirement in
each year without penalty, so that the loan may be paid off in just half the
length of time without premium. The redemption features of long-term loans
are matters of negotiation, frequently of hard negotiation, because the insur
ance company is always wearing two different hats. It wants to know that it
can get its money back, but if the loan is good it is happy to have it stay. The
insurance companies, now that they have some experience in these loans, and
that interest rates are at historically high levels, are doing all they can to hold
on to these loans and they are, for example, making them either non-callable
for five years, or ten years, or making them financially non-callable. You can
not refund the loan using money borrowed someplace else for the first ten
years, or sometimes for the entire life of the loan.

Q: Could you tell us the dividing line between long-term and short-term
debt?

MOISE: "Short-term" debt is due in less than one year. "Term" debt is
usually three to ten years. "Long-term" debt is from ten to thirty or more
years. Banks will make the generalized statement : "We do not make loans
longer than 5 years." Then they may be pushed out toward 10 years, depend
ing on how badly they want to make the loan. In most big banks there are loans
of 10 years. It also depends somewhat upon the tightness of money. Today a
Io-year bank loan would be unusual, but they will go to seven. When they have
more funds to lend than they have good applications for loans, they will go to
10 years for a good customer.
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period the timberland company ,vill have received a return, sufficient to pay
the interest on its loan and sufficient to give it an interest return on the equity
part of its investment. At the end of that twenty-year period the timberland
company will have the land plus some timber left on the land, and it will have
its money back. During the present generation, they will have earned just
about as good a return as they could if they had put it in some good bonds, and
their heirs will then have a property left to them which will have a real value
and an excellent potential. Looking a long way ahead, I think it is attractive.
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EARNING CAPACITIES AND GROWTH RATES OF
SELECTED WOOD-USING INDUSTRIES FOR THE

PERIOD 1945 THROUGH 1958
Professor Walter He Meyer,

Yale School of Forestry, New Haven, Connecticut

I N AN effort to establish a satisfactory basis for deciding on profit ratios
to be used in stumpage price determinations and on interest rates to be

used in forest valuation problems, I compared the financial statements of 37
wood-using industries published in a series of Moody's Industrial Manuals.
This report summarizes the findings and gives a brief description of the major
characteristics without attempting to go into a detailed analysis. Much of the
interpretation must necessarily be left to the reader, who may be interested in
one segment or another. The companies studied were listed primarily in the
section of The Lumberman entitled Forest Products Stocks. The following
tabulation separates the individual companies into four industry groups ac
cording to their major line of produ~t, and includes a notation of length of. the
financial record and the code initials by \vhich each is identified in the sub
sequent tables. The "integrated" group includes those companies which have
more than one major line of product, for example pulp-paper and lumber.

The allocation of some of the companies to a specific group is subject to
change. For example, Powell River probably could be better classified as a
lumber company, although it has interests in pulp and paper manufacture.
Crown-Zellerbach, St. Regis, and Union Bag-Camp could well be placed in
the integrated group, since each of them has acquired substantial interests in
lines other than pulp and paper.

A number of the companies, especially in the lumber group, appear only
for a few years in the record, since they have been sold to larger companies in
recent years. The records for wholly-owned subsidiaries are seldom given in
sufficient detail for the purposes of this analysis.

Four valuation ratios have been selected for the purpose of comparing the
companies. These ratios were based on the items of :

I. Total sales (TS)
2. Operating profit (OP)
3. Depreciation, depletion and amortization (D)
4. Net income (NI)
5. Total assets (TA)
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Code Record dates

1945-1958
1945-1958
1945-195 8
1950-195 8
1945-195 8

1950-1958
1946- 195 8
1950-195 8
1945-1958 partial
195I-I958 partial
1945-1958

A. Lumber companies (Tables I-A and I-B)
B E. L. Bruce 1945-1958
BC Boise-Cascade 1953-1958 partial
BS Brooks-Scanlon 1953-1958 partial
CM Chicago Mill and Lbr. 1945-1958
ChR Cherry River Boom and Lbr. 1950-1957 partial
D Dierks 1948-1958 partial
H Hines 1945-1958
K Kirby 1945-1958 partial
LB Longbell 1945-1954
M Medford Corp. 1945-1958
Pi Pickering 1945-1958
PT Pope and Talbot 1950-1958 partial
SW Southwest Lbr. Mills 1945-1958
U Union Lbr. Co. (Cal.) 1947-1958

B. Pulp and Paper companies (Tables II-A and II-B)
Ch Champion 1945-1958
CZ Crown-Zellerbach 1945-1958
GN Great Northern (Maine) 1950-1958
H I-Iudson 1945-1958
IP International Paper 1945-1958
KC Kimberly Clark 1945-1958
LF Longview Fibre 1947-1958 partial
PS Puget Sound 1.945-1958
R Rayonier 1945-1958
SR St. Regis 1945-1958
Sc Scott Paper 1945-1958
UB-C Union Bag-Camp Paper 1945-1958

C. Plywood companies (Table III)
A Atlas
C Cascades
HP Harbor Plywood
RP Roddis Plywood
US United States Plywood

D. Integrated companies (Table IV)
C Crossett
GP Georgia-Pacific
MB MacMillan-Bloedel (Canada)
PR Powell River (Canada)
P Potlatch
W Weyerhaeuser
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Operating profit is found by deducting from total sales such items as cost of
goods sold, expense of selling, administrative and general expense, depletion,
depreciation, amortization, and taxes other than income tax. Net income is
obtained by adding "other miscellaneous income" and subtracting contribu
tions, interest, debt expense, and federal and state income tax. The deprecia
tion item was not always fully explained in the statements; at times, depletion
or amortization were specially noted, in others they were not mentioned. Total
assets include borrowed capital.

The four ratios are as follows:
I. Operating profit I total sales, to show the number of cents of operating

profit per sales dollar as a general measure of operating efficiency;
2. Net income / total sales, to show the number of cents per sales dollar of

final net profit after all costs, adjustments and income tax;
3. Net income I total assets, to show the number of cents of final net

profit per dollar of capital investment;
4. Depreciation, etc. I total assets, to show the number of cents per dollar

of capital investment contributed to cash flow by depreciation, depletion and
amortization.
The first two ratios can be converted to a cost basis rather than total sales by
dividing the ratio by (100 - the ratio). Thus if OPITS == 20, then OPITotal
cost == 201 (100-20) == 25. In all the tables, ratios are shown in cents per
dollar, the equivalent of percent.

In the second part of this report, parts of the same financial statistics are
used again to estimate the growth rates of the individual companies and
groups during the record period. This is done by dividing the sum of the
dollar values for the last three years of record by the sum of the first. three
years (omitting year 1945). Three-year periods were used purposely to get
away from the temporary peculiarities of a single year. The following com
parisons are shown in Table V :

I. Total assets of the last three years I total assets of the first three years, to
show the approximate increase in capital investment;

2. Total sales of last three years I total sales of first three years, to show the
increase in sales as a result, in part at least, of the increase in capital invest
ment;

3. Total operating profit of last three years I total operating profit of first
three years, to show the concomitant increase in operating profit;

4. Total net income of last three years I total net income of first three
years, to show the final resultant increase in net profit.
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TABLE I-A. COMPARISON OF EARNING RATES OF SELECTED LUMBER COMPANIES

Ratio of Operating Profits to Total Sales-Percent

Date B Be BS CM ChR D H K LB AI Pi PT SW U

1958 1.0 5·4 13·0 4.1 17.6 8.6 6.1 -1.2 14.2
1957 4·2 4.2 18·9 5·5 21.6 18·7 4.0 8.0 12.1
1956 9·8 9·5 22·7 34·5 9·5 9.8 6.8
1955 9.6 11.2 24.8 24·7 11.3 0·9 16.6

1954 5.6 9·7 5·5 24.1 38.8 8·4 1.8 13·3
1953 5·5 10.0 6·7 19·7 34·3 6·7 0·5 13·7
1952 5·9 10·4 9·5 21.4 40 •8 4·9 -0·4 13·4
1951 16.8 13·7 16·5 21.6 15.8 29·4
1950 10·5 13.1 18.0 27·9 16.2 25·3

1949 7.8 10.1 12.6 25·3 36.1

1948 14.8 14.2 21.6 39·7 36.3
1947 13·4 13.2 23·3 41.8 14.1 29·5
1946 5·3 11.5 15·3 23·9 -3.1 14.8

1945 8·7 4·8 10.6 1I.3 10·4 -3.0

Wgtd.
Ave. 9.8 4·9 16.1 10.2 14.2 25.2 24·3 7.2 6·9 15.6

Ratio of Net Income to Total Sales-Percent

1958 0·4 4.2 10·4 3·3 12·5 14·5 6.0 4·4 -1.2 1I.7
1957 2.1 4.0 13.0 -4·4 3·5 12.0 17.0 13·5 3.0 5·3 10·3
1956 4.6 3·4 14·4 2·7 5·9 16·7 16.0 21.6 5·7 9.8 7.8

1955 4·0 4·4 14.6 2.6 6.1 3·4 16.6 19·4 7·3 2.0 14.2

1954 2.6 3·9 -7.0 5.1 7·7 4·3 15.8 22·4 1.9 -1.3 11·5
1953 3.1 2·9 0.8 5.0 1I.5 6.0 13.2 21.2 3.2 0.2 10·9
1952 4.6 -5·7 5·4 8·7 6·7 14.0 23·3 6·5 0.0 12.2

1951 5·9 5.0 6.1 23.0 8·7 17·7 27.8 6.6 6·4 17·5
1950 6.0 4·5 7.1 22·5 10.8 17.0 21.6 6·5 7·4 16·3

1949 5·3 3.2 6·7 18.6 8·7 16·5 24.2 0·3 17·5
1948 8·4 12.6 8·5 28.0 13·4 24·7 22.1 3.6 22·7
1947 8.2 7·7 28·7 15.2 26.0 17·7 6.6 20·4
1946 3.1 8·3 20.2 10·3 15·7 18.6 8·7
1945 3.0 4.2 9·3 4·3 6·9 10·4 -5.0

Wgtd.
Ave. 4·9 3·9 12·9 2.1 5.8 17·3 9.0 16.8 20.1 5.0 3·3 13.6

COMMENTS

,Ratios, such as those given, are subject to variation and they are distorted
by atypical performance or by management decisions such as those involving
major non-recurring items of cost or return. However they can reveal a
general pattern or situation if there is substantial agreement in the ratios for
several companies.
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TABLE I-B. COMPARISON OF EARNING RATES OF SELECTED LUMBER COMPANIES, CONTINUED

Ratio of Net Income to Total Assets-Percent

Date B BC BS ClVI ChR D H K LB M Pi PT SW U

1958 0.6 5·3 5·3 6·5 7.2 5.0 3.6 7·4 3·4 4.2 -0·7 6·7
1957 3·5 5.0 8·4 6·7 -3.0 7·5 5·9 3·5 9.6 4·9 3.8 3.0 5.8
1956 9.1 6.2 2.0 11.4 11.2 4.2 9.6 13·7 5.1 4.1 5·3
1955 7·5 4·9 1.5 8.8 12·7 0.6 10·3 10.6 6.8 1.5 12·4

1954 4·7 4·9 -3·5 2.6 9·0 4.2 10.1 17·5 1.8 -1.0 9.6
1953 5·7 8·3 0·5 7.0 9·7 4·3 6·3 9.0 17·4 3·4 0.2 8.8
1952 8.2 7.6 4.2 8.0 lIel 4·4 7.8 9·4 19.0 7.2 0.0 8.8
1951 12·4 12·5 4·3 9. 1 13·4 12.1 12.0 11·7 19·7 2·5 15.2
1950 11.5 13·3 3·7 11.9 15.6 13.6 16·3 11.5 13·4 7·5 15.2

1949 12.0 4·9 5.1 13·3 11.7 11.4 10.4- 13.8 2.2 11.0
1948 18·4 15.0 7.0 21.3 24·3 21.7 16.4 12.0 2·9 19. 1

1947 14·4 23·3 17.1 23·5 25·4- 19·5 3.1 5.2
1946 4·4 7·4 12·9 13·8 13.0 9.1 -3·4 6·9
1945 6.0 6·3 6.0 4·4 4·9 5·5 2·9 -2·4

Wgtd.
Ave. 9·5 5.1 6.8 8.6 0·3 7·9 11.5 7·9 11.6 9.6 10.8 4·7 2·4 9.8

Ratio of Depreciation, Depletion & A mortization to Total Assets-Percent

1958 3.8 4.1 6.0 3·5 7·3 3·7 3.1 2·3 9.8 6.0 4·5
1957 3·4 4.2 4.2 3·0 5.6 4·4 4.2 3.0 2·7 5·5 4.8 5.1
1956 2.6 3·4 4.8 4.2 3·3 4·4 7·9 4.8 4·4
1955 2·7 3.2 5·3 4.1 4·9 4.8 3·7 6·5 4·6 5·4
1954 3.0 4.1 4.8 2.6 4·0 5.8 4·7 8.0 4·5 4·5
1953 2.8 4.6 5.2 3.1 4·3 6.6 4·7 9·4 4·5 3.1
1952 2.6 4·3 4·4 3.2 4·5 6.2 4.1 8.1 7·3 5.2
1951 4.8 2·3 4·4 6.1 4·7 5·9 4.1 4·5
1950 4.2 2·7 4.2 0·5 5·3 4·0 6.8 12·9 4.1

1949 4·2 3·5 4.1 0·7 6.1 3·9 8.2 7·3 3·4
1948 5.6 3.8 3.8 1.1 6·9 2.6 7·4 8.0 4.1
1947 5·9 4.2 1.0 7.6 3·3 3·3 6.2
1946 8·4 3·9 1.9 6·7 3·8 2·9 6.1
1945 6·5 2·7 1.5 6·3 3·5 6·3 5.2

Wgtd.
Ave. 2.8 4.1 5.1 4·5 4·9 4·0 4·3 2.0 6·3 3·4 6·9 6.0 4·5

Evaluation of the above records by statistical methods is out of the question:
first, because of the subjective choice of the companies and, second, because of
incompleteness of the record and general lack of balance. It is more practical
to place reliance on personal interpretation of the general agreements or dis-
agreements and to use approximate averages instead of finely calculated
values. The record is of interest for study of the history of earnings over the
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TABLE II-A. COMPARISON OF EARNING RATES OF SELECTED PULP AND PAPER COMPANIES

Ratio 0/ Operating Profit to Total Sales-Percent

Date Gh GZ GN H IP KG LF PS R SR Sc UB-G

1958 14.1 13·3 4.6 10.0 15.2 14.6 27·4 25.0 9.8 10·4 15.6 19.6
1957 21.5 14·3 8·7 11.8 15·9 15·7 28.2 25·9 12·4 12.1 15·5 21.6
1956 17·5 18·3 16·4 13·3 17·9 16.6 30.2 26.8 20.6 14.0 15·9 25.0
1955 14·7 19·3 18.1 10.8 21.8 14·4 35·4 28·4 23.6 15.2 17.0 23·5

1954 17·4 18·9 19.6 11.5 20.0 14.6 30.0 27·4 14.0 16·5 21.0
1953 18.1 17·9 19.8 12·5 20.6 12·3 30.2 27·9 13.6 16·3 20.8
1952 22.8 17.6 22.6 13·7 22·7 16.1 31.6 31.4 13·4 17·7 23·7
195 1 19·4 22·9 29.6 20·3 26·4 16.0 43·9 31.8 18·5 18·4 34.2

195° 16.6 23·2 21.3 13·3 25·4 13·5 32.8 3°-4 13.2 15.0 25.2

1949 21.2 21.0 15·5 21.2 12.8 15.2 20·3 6·7 11.5 19.0

1948 21.8 20·5 27·4 21.6 12·5 44.2 27.8 14·9 8·5 29·7
1947 18.1 19·5 23.1 25·4 13.0 28.0 16·3 5·4 32.1

1946 10.6 12·9 9·7 19.0 10·5 29·4 9.6 10·5 5·4 20.1

1945 15·3 13.6 8·9 12.8 8.6 12·7 14.6 8.0 7·7 22.2

Wgtd. Ave. 18.0 17.8 16·9 13·7 20.1 14·4 28·5 31.0 23·0 13·4 15.1 23.8

Rate 0/ Net Income to Total Sales-Percent

1958 6.8 7. 1 1.2 4·5 7.8 7·4 14·3 13.0 3·3 5.6 7·7 LI.O

1957 10·3 8.2 4·4 5·3 8·3 8.0 14.6 12·3 5.2 5·9 7·9 11.3

1956 8·5 12.1 8·9 6·3 8·9 8·5 15·4 12·9 10.2 6.8 8·3 13.2

1955 7.6 10.8 9.0 5.2 10·4 7·3 15.8 14·3 11.2 7·4 8.6 11.7

1954 7·4 10·7 9.1 5·3 10.8 6·3 13.6 15.1 13·7 7·4 8.2 10·3

1953 7·5 9.0 10·4 4.6 9-4 5·3 11.3 14.0 14·4 8.2 7.1 9·3
1952 8.1 8·7 10.8 6·5 8.2 7·4 12.1 13·9 14.0 7.0 7·3 11.6

1951 9.1 9·3 11.8 9·9 8.8 8·5 12.0 15·5 13.1 8.6 7·3 11·7

195° 8.0 11.3 12·5 7·9 13.1 9·7 16·7 24·3 18·5 7·5 7·4 13.2

1949 12·4 12·5 9.1 12·3 7·7 17·3 11.3 12·3 4·3 6·7 11.5

1948 7.6 12.8 17.0 10·5 7.1 17.6 29.0 16.2 9.2 5.2 17.8

1947 8.0 11.8 14·4 10·4 7·9 21.2 31.6 17.0 10.1 5.1 18.6

1946 4·3 7.6 6.0 10.6 6·5 18·4 5.6 6.8 4·3 11.6

1945 3·7 7.1 5·3 3·5 4.2 9·6 6·9 4.2 4.8 3·9

Wgtd. Ave. 8.2 9·9 8·3 7.0 9·3 7·4 14·9 16·4 11.1 7.1 7·5 11.8

course of time and for the determination of group characteristics and the be-
havior of single units within the industry groups.

The general progress of profit ratios over the years for the entire group
appears to be somewhat as follows:

The release from wartime conditions brought a rapid increase in profits in
1946, followed by a further improvement in 1947 and 1948. 1949 witnessed a
temporary set-back, but was followed by a strong recovery in 1950 and 195 I,
reaching the highest level of the I4-year period under investigation. There was
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF EARNING RATES OF SELECTED INTEGRATED COMPANIES

Ratio of Ratio of
Operating Pro fit Net Income

to Total Sales-Percent to Total Sales-Percent

Date C GP MB PR W P C GP MB PR 117 P

1958 18.1 12.8 10·5 17.6 1I.7 10.2 6.6 5.0 13·7 12.1 6·7
1957 19.6 1I.9 12·3 18.2 13.0 10·7 5.8 6.0 11.7 12·7 7·7
1956 19·4 11.1 19·9 21.5 10·7 6·4 10.6 15.1 15.8 7·7
1955 24·9 11.9 20.1 23·0 12·9 7.2 10·7 17.1 15·5 9·9
1954 26·3 5·0 17.6 20.0 13·9 2.8 9.0 13·5 9.6
1953 23·5 3·3 17·7 20·5 14·4 2.0 8·9 13·3 8.8
1952 26.1 5·5 19·9 22.4- 12.8 3·5 8.6 14.1 10.8
1951 30.0 II.7 23.1 30.8 14·4 6·5 11.4 18.8 13·7
1950 23·3 17.0 13·4 26·9 15.6 7·3 8·3 18.6

1949 2.8 21.5 0·9 7·6 15.8
1948 16·7 30 .0 7·7 10.6 21.2
1947 13.6 31 •8 7·9 22·5
1946 9·4 21.0 5·7 16.2
1945 16·4 1.1 1I.3

Wgtd.
Ave. 22.6 10·7 15·7 22.8 12·3 12·5 5·5 8.8 14·5 15·5 8·9

Ratio 0/ Ratio 0/
Net Income Depr., Depl. fs! Amort.

to Total Assets-Percent to Total Assets-Percent

1958 6·9 4.8 4.2 9·9 9·2 5.2 9·0 6·5 7·3 5.0
1957 7.6 4.0 5·3 10.2 10.2 6·5 9.1 8·9 7.2 5.2
1956 8.0 3.6 1I.6 13.2 12·7 4·4 6.2 7.2 6.0
1955 7·9 10·7 13.0 16.0 13·2 9·5 6·3 7.0 6.0

1954 9·4 4·4 10.1 18.0 10·5 3·4 8·7 6.2 7·2 5·3
1953 9·3 3-4 9.6 16.6 11.5 3',1 8·4 7. 1 7.2 5.6
1952 10·7 5.2 12·4 13.8 11.5 3·5 6.1 6·5 7.2 4·5
1951 10·7 7.2 21.6 10·7 13·3 3·4 4.1 6.2 3·9 4.2
1950 17.1 12·7 14.0 12·4 3·5 6.8 7·7 3.1 3·9
1949 1.9 11·9 9·9 4.8 4·3
1948 18.2 1I.5 12·5 4·7 3.2
1947 11·4 10·9 14.2 1.8 2.8 3.2
1946 11.1 12·9 8.1 2.8 2·7 3.6
1945 4·7 5·4 2·7 3.6

Wgtd.
Ave. 8.2 5·4 9·9 12·3 11.1 5·7 3·3 7·3 6.6 5·7 5·3 5.1

be reduced to a simple table, as shown below, listing the effective range of
ratios, with a few extreme values discarded, and an approximate central
value or working average, all expressed in cents per dollar or percent.
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Lumber group Pulp and paper group Plywood group Integrated group

Ratio Range A'lJe. Range A'lJe. Range A'lJe. Range A'Ve.

OP/TS 7-2 5 14 13-3 1 18 6-18 8 11-2 3 18

NI/TS 3-17 9 7-16 10 1-13 6 5-16 II

NI/TA 2-12 8 5-1 3 9 2-1 5 7 5-12 9
D/TA 2-7 4 3-6 4 3-6 4 3-7 5

In the return per sales dollar (OPITS), the pulp and paper group and the
integrated group each have a ratio of 18, followed by the lumber group with
14. The plywood group lags far behind with an 8 in this comparison. In final
net income per dollar of sales (NI/TS), the three previous leaders are close
together, with the plywood group still behind, but relatively less so. As is
obvious, the difference between the gross and net returns per sales dollar is
accounted for mainly by federal income tax, which would make the most
reduction in the largest earnings. The pulp and paper group is reduced 8
cents, the plywood group 2 cents. In net return per dollar of total assets, the
plywood industry gains an advantage because of its high sales-dollar turn
over and the profit ratios become substantially of the same order, ranging
from 7 to 9 cents. The addition to cash flow furnished by depletion, deprecia
tion and amortization per dollar of total assets shows no significant difference
between the groups, all yielding about 4 cents per dollar of total assets.

These between-group comparisons do not describe the group differences in
their entirety, since the internal group behavior over the years and between
the companies are obviously of interest. The pulp and paper group as well as
the integrated group are outstanding for their consistent performance. The
plywood group stands at the other extreme with the lumber group not much
more consistent. For the latter two groups the variations from poor to good
profit years are more extreme than with the first two groups and the differences
between the over-all records of individual companies also appear to present
greater variation. The plywood group is at substantial variance with the
other three groups in that the last five years show unusually low profit levels;
thus this group apparently feels the decadal decline more strongly than the

other industry groups.
Table V, which is designed to show the change in total assets, total sales,

net operating profit and net income from the beginning three years of the
record (1945 excluded) to the terminating three years is of particular signifi
cance as a test of the thesis that an increase in assets should be accompanied by
at least a proportionate increase in total sales and profits. Only in a very few
cases is this thesis proven and the usual situation is somewhat the reverse.
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Total sales expand fairly well with increase in total assets, but operating
profit and final net income tend to lag for behind. No attempt will be made
here to analyze the cause for this situation, since it is a highly complex matter,
put it may well raise the question whether or not there is a limit to "bigness"
in forest industries.

TABLE v. TEN-YEAR GROWTH OR DECLINE OF SELECTED WOOD-USING COMPANIES AS

INDICATED BY A COMPARISON OF 1956-1958 PERIOD TO THE 1946-1948 PERIOD,

EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE NOTED

Ten-year Integrated companies

in: c* GP MB* PR W

Total assets 1.91 15.09 2.27 1.45 2.80
Total sales 1.72 4.09 1·35 3.32
Operating profit 1.3 1 4.25 1.00 2.02* 2.21
Net income 1.27 4·33 1.01 1.61 2.20

Lumber companies

Bt CM ChRt Dt H K LBt M Pi SW Ut

Total assets 1.91 1.25 0.91 1.82 2.11 2.19 2.09 1.59 1.48 2.04 1.99
Total sales 1.80 0.98 1.68 0·75 1.59 1.32 2·49 1.70 1.93
Operating profit 0.62 0·34 Neg. 1.63 0.82 0·93 0.64 0·74 2.09 0·54 0·57
Net income 0.64 0.48 Neg. 1.86 0.88 0·39 0.80 0.90 1·77 1.35 1.22

Pulp companies

Ch CZ GN H IP KC LF* PS R SR Sc UB-C

Total assets 2·47 4.05 2.41 4·37 2.82 2.64 2·39 3.62 2.5 1 9.42 4.09
Total sales 2.27 4.90 3~81 2·43 3.26 2.11 1.86 2·59 2·74 4.69 2.60
Operating

profit 2.22 3.06 1.03 1.91 1.78 4.15 1.27* 1.57 2.29 11.01 2.04
Net income 2.76 2·99 0.80 1.41 1.94 3.58 1.67 0.81 1.17 1.84 7.60 4.09

Plywood companies

Total assets 1.70 1.47 1.84 1.64 4.88
Total sales 1.97 1.33 1·44 2.70 4.56
Operating profit Neg. 0.58 0.45 0.46 1.89
Net income Neg. 0.86 0.54 0.73 1.79

.. C 1956-1958 compared to 1950-1952; MB 1956-1958 compared to 1950-1952; PR
Gross profit, not operating profit.

t B 1954-1956 compared to 1946- 1948 ; ChR Assets, 1955-1957 compared to 1950
1952; D 1956-1958 compared to 1948-1950; LB 1953-1954 compared to 1945-1947;
U Sales and net income, 1956-1958 compared to 1947-1949, Assets, 1956-1958 com
pared to 1948-1949, Ope profit, 1956-1958 compared to 1950-1952; Neg.-Negligible.

* LF 1956-1958 compared to 1947-1949; PS Ope profit, doubtful ratio.
§ RP Assets and Ope profit, 1956-1958 compared to 1950-1953; Sales and net in

come, 1956-1958 compared to 1947-1949.
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INCOME TAX PROBLEMS OF LARGE
FOREST PROPERTIES

Meade Whitaker, Attorney
Cabaniss & Johnston

Birmingham, Alabama

l AM here today under the pretense of giving you solutions to your forestry
tax problems. The assumption that there are solutions presupposes the ex

istence of tax problems in the management of timberlands and that some one
is responsible for achieving a solution. There is some significance, it seems to
me, in the fact that three professions are represented here today-forestry,
accountancy and law. The answer, of course, is that we three have a joint
responsibility, along with all of the other divisions of business management.

I t is only by the cooperative effort of all of the management group with the
accountants and the lawyers that it is possible to achieve anything resembling
peaceful existence under today's tax complexities.

I t is not our purpose here to try to make tax experts of you. That is not
necessary, and with all due respect it is probably impossible, unless you should
choose to give up forestry as your prime endeavor. What we can hope to con
tribute to, however, is your understanding of taxation so that you may more
readily perceive tax problems when they arise and then better assist your tax
accountants and lawyers in finding the right answer.

One of the difficulties in any cooperative endeavor between professions is
the lack of understanding of the techniques, language, function and purpose
of each. To work successfully together, the forester, the accountant and the
lawyer must be able to understand each other. It is in your management of
woodlands that the tax problems arise, but it is also in the same mangement
that they must be solved. Our responsibility as well as yours, therefore, begins
,vhen the tree is planted, not merely when the revenue agent knocks on your
door. It never ends. And to do the job with the most efficiency, we must each
know enough about the other's work to communicate intelligibly.

While we are on generalities, a question that is frequently asked members of
both the legal and the accounting professions is the delineation of the areas of
responsibility of each. More concretely from your standpoint, when should you
calion the accountant for assistance and when should you call on the lawyer?
Particularly in the tax field, the best answer is that the sooner both are called
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in, the better. I will come later to a brief discussion of a recent tax case which
should illustrate the truth of this statement.

Obviously, any tax controversy will be initiated by a visit from a revenue
agent. The agent has already examined the tax return which is his starting
point. He is concerned with verifying income and expenses as reported, and
then ascertaining whether or not particular items have been treated in a cor
rect manner. It is the accountant who is primarily responsible for proper
recording of transactions on the books and the tax returns. Therefore, he may
be the first one whose help is required. However, the recording of a transac
tion will often involve not only putting the right figures in the right column,
but the application of legal principles and the interpretation of the Internal
Revenue Code and Regulations. It is at that point that the lawyer's training
can and should be used. I cannot emphasize to you too strongly the desira
bility of bringing both your accountants and your lawyers into your tax
problems as early as practicable. The time to seek advice is before a transaction
is consummated. The most satisfactory way of solving an argument with a
revenue agent is to keep it from arising. I am sure Mr. Barclay will agree with
me that it is much more satisfying to us to help our clients avoid tax contro
versies than to try to extricate them after the revenue agent has had his turn.

Comment might also be appropriately made here on one particular tax
problem which both the lawyer and the accountant often encounter but can
not readily solve. This is the relationship between the revenue agent and the
client. We must al,vays realize that revenue agents, after all, are human
beings like ourselves, trying to do the best job that they can under the circum
stances. Just as your job and ours is to minimize the tax bill, theirs is to get
the full measure. More progress can be made by maintaining pleasant and
friendly relations with the Revenue Service than otherwise. No matter how
wrong a revenue agent may appear to you to be, nor how unreasonable his
attitude or demands, your interest is not served by an unfriendly attitude and
obvious road blocks. Since the revenue agent can, one way or the other, get
what he wants, it is usually better to give him your cooperation.

By the same token, when you have called in the accountant or the lawyer or
both, let them exercise the responsibility which you pay them to assume. Do not
tell them what you think they ought to know, but present all the facts, good,
bad and indifferent. Make sure that the handling of the tax controversy is a
fully cooperative venture. Settle your differences with your tax advisors out
side the presence of the revenue agent, and let the lawyer or the accountant
conduct the conferences with him. Do not interrupt a conference and "take
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the ball away" since your doing so will probably confuse, if not hinder, suc
cessful solution of the controversy.

With these general remarks behind us, I have divided the balance of my
presentation into three general topics: capital gains; deduction and capitaliza
tion of particular expenditures; and long-term contractual arrangements for
timber and timberlands.

Expressing my o,vn personal view, I think it is fair to say that there is no
business in this country which has more favorable tax treatment under the
Internal Revenue laws than the timber industry. True, many of you are
quite unhappy today because you feel that the Internal Revenue Service has
unfairly pursued you. It may be that the operators of timberlands have more
tax problems and controversies than they used to have, and in many instances
are paying greater taxes. The explanation is not, however, that this industry
is being singled out for harassment. On the contrary, I think you should
realize that you may have been allowed in the past to pay a lower federal tax
bill than provided for by law. With a very strict adherence to the law, you still
have an extremely favorable tax situation. There is to my knowledge no other
area of the business world in which, with relatively little inconvenience, the
tax on income is limited to 25 percent.

There are several capital gain sections of the Internal Revenue Code. It is
important to keep in mind certain basic distinctions. Most of you are em
ployed by industry and the successful acquisition of sufficient logs to keep
your businesses rolling requires procurement, both from your own forests
and from private or nonowned timber holdings. Thus the capital gain op
portunities and pitfalls on both sides are important to you.

Sections 1221 and 1231 of the Internal Revenue Code function in the sale
of capital assets. Standing timber is obviously of that category. Section 1221

is limited to what might be called investment property owned, for example, by
the individual who invests his money in timberlands instead of securities. But
it is by no means limited to an individual. Businesses often can qualify. Section
1231, on the other hand, applies to property used in the taxpayer's trade or
business. In this context we think of timberlands owned by a sawmill or a
paper mill to provide the raw material for the plant. Both sections limit the
tax on the profit from the disposition to a maximum of 25%. At the same time
both sections exclude from their coverage the taxpayer who holds timber
for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business.

Usually the question of whether Section 1221 or Section 1231 applies is
not too difficult to determine. But there has been a great deal of controversy
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as to whether or not either will apply because both exclude capital assets
actually being held for sale to customers in the ordinary course of business.
The owner who sells timber for a lump sum on the stump at substantial in
tervals, that is, who makes a sale at ten- or twenty-year intervals, is unques
tionably entitled to capital gain treatment on the proceeds under Section
1221. Similar sales by the sawmill or paper mill of unneeded timber, as in the
liquidation of holdings, qualify under Section 1231. There is, however, real
danger inherent in reliance by industry on either 1221 or 1231. The difference
between sale of a capital asset and an inventory asset hinges really on the
degree of frequency of the transaction. It is easy to distinguish between the
automobile dealer whose profit from sales of cars is ordinary income and the
person who sells a worn-out personal automobile or a business car. If, however,
the business or the individual acquires and sells a new car once a week or
several times a year, he begins to look more like an automobile dealer. The
selling activity begins to look like a business. Thus, if a manufacturing com
pany, with substantial timber holdings and relatively little use for the mer
chantable timber, sells selected timber for a fixed sum every year or every two
or three years, an opportunity is presented for the contention that the timber
is being held for sale to customers in the ordinary course of trade.

I merely warn you that this is a potential avenue of attack by revenue
agents. Since there is a very simple solution, which will assure capital gain
treatment, it may be worth while to revise business practices slightly.

This brings us directly to Section 631 and more particularly to subsection
(b) . Any disposition of timber in which an economic interest is retained quali
fies for capital gain treatment under Section 631 (b) irrespective of the busi
ness activities or purpose of the owner. In other words, a broker is just as much
entitled to capital gain treatment under Section 63 I (b) as those taxpayers
who come within the scope of Sections 1221 or 1231. The key provision is that
there must be a retained economic interest. Although somewhat of an over
simplification, basically this means that income must be derived in relation to
the ultimate disposition of the timber. For example, I can sell all of my stand
ing timber for a cash sum. That is my gross income whether the purchaser is
able to cut a million feet or ten million feet, and I have parted with my owner
ship of an economic interest in the timber. On the other hand, I can sell
my timber on the basis of an agreed unit value, with the number of units to be
determined when the logs have been cut and scaled. My gross income is then
dependent on the actual realization from the standing trees. I, therefore, am
considered to have retained an economic interest in the timber. This is the
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classic pay-as-cut contract. Proper use of it assures treatment of the income at
capital gain rates.

There is the usual capital gain requirement under this section that the
timber must have been held for six months before the disposition, but it is the
date of cutting, not the date of the contract that determines the date of dis
posal. Thus, timber can be acquired and disposed of within a six-months
period and the profit recognized as a capital gain if the actual cutting is more
than six months from the date of acquisition. There is also a special election
to treat the date of payment as the date of disposition where payment is made
in advance of cutting. Since this is an election, it creates the possibility of get
ting use of the sale proceeds free of tax for a period of time if advance pay
ments are made.

Section 631 (a) is intended to provide equivalent treatment for the owner of
timber who cuts and consumes it himself. It simply gives to the consumer the
right to carve out of the gross income realized from a manufactured product
that part referable to gain on the consumed timber by creating a theoretical sale
by the consumer to himself of the standing timber. The only catch to this pro
vision is that the minimum holding period is six months prior to the beginning
of the taxable year. The timber cut during a year is given a market value as of
the beginning of the year, and if o"\vned more than six months prior to that, the
difference bet\veen cost (the adjusted base for depletion) and the market
value goes into the taxpayer's income tax return at the capital gain rate. This
has the effect of increasing the cost of the timber which is consumed in the
manufacturing process from the depletion basis to the fair market value, thus
reducing the income from the manufactured product that is taxed at ordinary
income rates.

It remains to point out that under Section 631, the owner may be not only
the landowner but anyone who has acquired an economic interest in the timber,
such as under a cutting contract. Hence a landowner, a timber-broker and a
sawmill operator can all get capital gain treatment with respect to their profits
on the same timber, the first two under Section 631 (b) and the third under
Section 631 (a). However, many timber buyers have had a rude awakening
under the tax laws because too strict limitations were put in the cutting con
tract, making the buyer merely an employed logger or a commission agent
instead of a purchaser.

The basic principles of deduction versus capitalization are relatively simple.
Expenditures, with almost no exceptions, have to be classified for tax purposes
between those which must be capitalized and recovered through depletion or
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depreciation and those which must be deducted in the year incurred. There has
been, and probably will continue to be, some controversy \vith respect to the
cost of cruises, surveys, roads, fire lanes and similar items. As a rule of thumb,
such costs \\rhich are necessary and essential elements of either a sale or pur
chase of timber or timberlands, or are for permanent improvements, are capital
items, while those which are incurred in normal management of timberlands
should be expensed. The answer is an application of the rule of reason. If the
forestry owner keeps a crew regularly in the woods, blaz.ing lines, clearing fire
lanes, cruising, etc., these are constant, normal and annual expenses and are
recognized as deductible. If, on the other hand, a sale of timber is made and in
that connection boundaries have to be determined or the timber cruised, that
cost is part of the cost of the sale or purchase.

The real area of controversey. today lies in the various reforestation costs,
including planting and hardwood control. It is also largely in this area that
taxpayers seem to feel that they are being discriminated against by the Internal
Revenue Service. It is true that in the past many timberland owners were able
to deduct planting costs as an annual expense. But forest management has
developed to such an extent and the money devoted to timber stand improve
ment has become such a large item that the Service has been directed to apply
the law more strictly. There is very little doubt today that planting costs must
be capitalized and recovered through depletion. Hardwood control costs, at
least in the Southeast, are still the subject of some argument.

The position of the Service is that the cost of girdling or destroying hard
wood as part of the preparation for the planting of pine trees must be capital
ized. However, as fas as I kno"\v, the national o'ffice has not changed its position
that periodic hardwood control, unrelated to pine tree handling, is an expense
item. Some agents have recently tried to require taxpayers to capitalize hard
wood control costs of this latter type, but I am advised that they have been
successfully backed off from that position without litigation.

I t is perhaps pertinent to note here that there has been considerable discus
sion within the industry about attempting to get Congress to change the rules
on planting costs. There is a great deal to be said in theory for deductability.
But as long as the proceeds from the sale of timber receive.capital gain treat
ment, there is sound reasoning for contending, as the Revenue Service has done
before Congress, that all costs incident to the production of the standing timber
should be capitalized or deducted directly from the proceeds of the sale of
timber, not from ordinary income.

I t is my suggestion that you complain of the capitalization of planting costs
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only to yourselvesr because any successful reversal of the position of the Service
may be accompanied either by loss of the capital gains privilege altogether or
the limitation that planting costs may be deducted only if the taxpayer elects
to treat the proceeds from sale of timber as ordinary income. At the same time,
other currently deductible costs might receive the same treatment. I don't
mean to be unsympathetic with the position that planting costs are more like
an expense than a capital item. At the same time I urge you to face the danger
of opening up this controversy before Congress.

My final topic is the long-term contract for the acquisition of timber. The
variety of these contracts is limited only by human ingenuity but they may be
classified generally into four types: the ordinary land lease, the output or re
quirement agreement, the management contract and the long-term timber
purchase agreement. Excluded from this discussion is the arrangement which
was frequently encountered many years ago, which was a sale of timber for a
lump sum with a period of years in which to cut it off.

Obviously, the purpose of all of these contracts is to tie down a source of
timber for a period of years. From the point of view of the timber consumer,
the logging company or the paper mill, they serve two functions: the conserva
tion of capital required to acquire ownership of lands and the acquisition of a
·source of timber which would not be available as a land p·urchase.

Probably the simplest arrangement is the ordinary land lease in which the
right to the use of the land surface for a long period of time is transferred from
the owner to the industry. The term, of course, has to be sufficiently long to
justify the planting and woodlands management. That would mean in the
Southeast a minimum of twenty to twenty-five years, although usually a much
longer period. It is a fairly common arrangement in the Southeast.

Generally, the lease provides an annual fixed rental payment, and depending
on the condition of the timber stand, there mayor may not be an initial cash
payment representing the value of standing merchantable timber. In this form,
the receipt by the landowner of the rental payments is conceded to be ordinary
income. The receipts from the sale of the existing stand of timber should be
treated as capital gain under Section 1221 or perhaps in certain circumstances
under Section 1231. The industry has always considered the rental payments,
as well as taxes and other like costs, to be ordinary expense deductions and the
payment for the standing timber to be a capital expenditure and recoverable
through depletion. However, this situation is somewhat doubtful at the
moment. There is a pending case involving Union Bag-Camp Paper Corpora

tion) in which the Internal Revenue Service is contending that the rental pay-
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ments, ad valorem taxes, fire protection, etc., must be capitalized and added to
the depletion basis. The government's position appears to be that the purpose
of the arrangement from the industry standpoint is the acquisition of land to
grow timber, and all costs are to be placed in the same category as planting
costs. The case has been pending before the Court of Claims for several years.
In the meantime, unfortunately, the existence of the unsolved tax controversy
makes planning somewhat difficult.

I might comment in passing that if the government is successful in requiring
the industry to capitalize the rental payments, then by the same token, the
landowner should be able to treat the receipts as proceeds from the sale of
timber at the capital gain rate. However, I am sure the Service would not
voluntarily take that position. This litigation should be won by the taxpayer,
and I hope that it will be. In the meantime, leases are not nearly as attractive to
industry as they were, particularly where the lease is coupled with a purchase
option and is used to conserve capital as a deferred purchase. It is much safer
to enter into a purchase with a mortgage back in which event the interest on
the unpaid purchase price, roughly equivalent to rental payments, is clearly a
deductible expense along with taxes, fire protection and management costs.

In the output or requirement situation, the consumer on the one hand and
the landowner on the other simply agree that merchantable wood will be sold
to the one and purchased by the other in certain fixed quantities over a period
of years. The actual management of the timber and the logging may be handled
by either party or perhaps contracted out to third parties. There are many
difficulties involved in drafting a satisfactory contract of this kind covering a
long period of time, not the least of which is working out some formula for
the determination of price. The tax consequences on the other hand are fairly
simple. The landowner is paid in terms of units cut and he retains an economic
interest. Depending on whether he does the cutting himself or has contracted
it out to the consumer or to some third party, he can elect capital gains treat
ment under Section 631 (b) or Section 631 (a). The industry has simply
bought cords of pulpwood or board feet of lumber, the purchase price of which
becomes part of the cost of goods in the manufacturing process, or it has ac
quired cutting rights over a period of time which will permit the use of either
Section 631 (a) or Section 631 (b). This can be a very useful arrangement for
a paper mill or a lumber manufacturer which needs an assured source of supply
which cannot be otherwise procured and it gives the landowner an assured
market.

The management contract is an arrangement under which one party with
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forestry know-how relieves the lando\vner of the burden of looking after his
timberlands. The fee paid by the landowner would be a deduction from cur
rent income and ordinary income to the manager. Its utilization lies again in
the tying up of a source of standing timber. The paper mill or sawmill or pro
fessional forester probably can handle the management as part of its own
operations more cheaply than the landowner. The contractual arrangement
can give industry an inside track for the purchase of saleable standing timber.
This can be formalized somewhat more by the addition of a contractual pro
vision giving the manager the right of refusal for merchantable timber, but
without any fixed obligation either to sell or to buy. Of course, the tax conse
quences are dependent entirely on how the actual sale of the timber is worked
out. There are no special consequences.

The final contractual agreement is the long-term timber purchase agree
ment used extensively in the Southeast by St" Regis Paper Company and is
often referred to as the St. Regis type of contract. It is a long-term agreement,
usually 60 years, during which the landowner agrees that he ,vill sell and the
purchaser agrees that he will buy the timber growth each year. The entire land
management responsibility is imposed on the purchaser" It is designed for the
development and the operation of a perpetual-cut forest. From the tax stand
point, this arrangement is intended to give the landowner the benefit of the
capital gain provisions. The payments are made in terms of timber growth on
an agreed unit price. Thus, the lando\vner's income will vary with all the
factors having to do with timber growth, as distinguished frOln the lease situa
tion \vhich provides an annual fixed-rental payment. Contracts of this kind
have been in use in the Southeast for tvvelve to fifteen years. To date, as far as
I have been able to determine, no landowner has been denied capital gain
treatment, at least as to payments made for timber grown subsequent to the
beginning of the contractual relationship. In a recent case, the Tax Court
volunteered a similar comment. There is also the possibility that the contract
will be treated as an annuity for federal estate-tax purposes, but tha~ can per
haps be obviated by special contractual provisions. Only time will determine
the final outcome.

From the standpoint of the purchaser, there is not much doubt that the pay
ments made for the timber, in terms of cords of pulpwood, become the cost of
standing timber purchased and are recoverable as depletion. Expenses incurred
in management of the lands and in timber-stand improvement should receive
the same treatment which they would have in connection \vith owned lands
or leased lands, subject perhaps to ramifications of the Union Bag-Camp case.
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Certainly the attractiveness to industry of either this type of arrangement or
the land lease will be lessened if the government is successful in requiring capi
talization of such costs.

I referred earlier to the desirability of tax advice at the beginning of a
transaction instead of after the revenue agent has put the taxpayer on notice.
The case of Estate of Jones M. Lawton 33 T\C # 6 (1959), illustrates this
clearly. It involves a contract with Union Bag-Camp, called a lease, with an
annual rental of $1.75 per acre and many limitations on the amount of titnber
cut, etc. I do not know what the parties actually intended, and it does not mat
ter. The taxpayer tried to take capital gain treatment and lost, and, in the
process, the Tax Court made SOlne quite irrelevant observations that may cause
trouble in the future. The point is that the original arrangelnent should have
been worked out differently so as to assure capital gain, with a greater after
tax return to the o"vner.

I t is particularly true in considering long-term contractual arrangements
that the tax situation "vill have a very marked effect on the type of arrange
ment. Often the same economic result can be achieved in several different ways,
and tax consequences should guide the choice. The tax consequences may also
be varied or perhaps clarified by clearly separating, in the contractual arrange
ments, various functions such as land management and landowning expenses
and the sale and purchase of standing timber. It may be better to assure capital
gain treatment for some parts only of the arrangement by rephrasing the con
tract than to cast doubt on the tax consequences of the entire transaction. By
way of illustration, from the landowner's standpoint there might be some.
advantage in buying management services substantially at cost and separately
fixing a sales price for timber grown and to be grown instead of covering both
management and sales by a lower sale price on standing timber. Similarly a
long-term arrangement might provide for a small annual rental for the bare
land with additional payments for timber when and as grown. It may be
necessary also for the landowner to retain some of the economic risks and
hazards and for the industry to accept a less certain future pricing arrange
ment, in order to provide for both parties the full benefit of the present tax
laws.

The over-all conclusion is that as foresters, you have a unique situation in
the business world. By careful attention to detail, you can provide management
with valuable revenue at capital gain rates. At the same time, since you are
responsible for assuring a continual source of timber from non-owned lands,
you should be conversant with the private owner's tax situation and alert to
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protect him in it. Often a smaller return at capital gain rates is more attractive
than more dollars at ordinary income rates.

But may I caution you to remember the old saying: "A little knowledge is a
dangerous thing." Recognize the tax problems but do not expect to give de
tailed tax advice. You would not ask a lawyer or an accountant to prepare a
forest management plan.
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THE TAX EFFECTS OF THE FORM OF OWNERSHIP
OF TIMBERLANDS AND CHANGES IN THE FORM

OF OWNERSHIP

Henry I. Barclay, Jr., C.P.A.
Lehmann, Ullman and Barclay

Birmingham, Alabama

A LTHOUGH timberlands may be owned by any conceivable entity, this
discussion will be limited to consideration and comparison of the in

come tax effects of ownership by (I) corporations, (2) electing small business
operations, (3) partnerships and (4) individual proprietorships.

The computation of the amount of income from the sale or exchange of
timber (including the cutting thereof for sale or use in the taxpayer's trade
or business) is the same regardless of the form of ownership; likewise the char
acter of the resulting gain or loss is not controlled or influenced by the form of
ownership. The circumstances under which the gain or loss to one partner on
sale or exchange of timber owned by a partnership may differ from that to an
other partner will be discussed subsequently.

The federal income tax "bite (s) " taken from the net income from the oper
ation of a timber property until it reaches a status of "after-tax" income in the
hands of a stockholder or partner-proprietor may vary widely depending on
the form of ownership although the original disposition of timber qualifies for
the favorable capital gains treatment under IRC 631, 1221 and/or 1231.

Some of the factors which produce these variances are:

As TO CORPORATIONS

( I ) The double taxation of the income distributed to stockholders as
dividends;

(2) Loss of identity of capital gains upon distribution to stockholders;
(3) Denial of deduction of net ordinary losses from net long-term capital

gains for the purpose of computing the capital gains tax.

As TO ELECTING SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATIONS

(4) Elimination of double taxation of income;
(5) Long-term capital gains "pass-through" to stockholders;
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(6 ) Application of ordinary losses and expenses as reduction of net long
term capital gains where net long-term capital gains exceed taxable income of
the year.

As TO PARTNERSHIPS

( 7) Partners' bases versus partnership basis for property;
(8) Recognition by partners of partnership income or losses according to

their character.
Prior to the Revenue Act of 1943, the cutting of timber by its owner, or the

owner of a contract right to cut, and the disposal of timber under a cutting
contract resulted in ordinary income or loss. Section 117 (k) (I) of the Rev
enue Act of 1943 made available to electing taxpayers capital gain and loss
treatment on the cutting of timber which had been owned, or with respect to
which a right to cut had been owned, for a period of more than six months
prior to the beginning of the year in which the cutting took place. Section
117 (k) (2) made available capital gain and loss treatment to disposals of
timber held more than six months before disposal under a contract by virtue
of \vhich the owner retains an economic interest in the timber. Sections 631 (a)
and 63 I (b) are the 1954 Code counterparts of Section 117 (k) ( I) and
117 (k) (2) of the 1943 Code.

1 . Corporations

The taxing of income from the cutting or other disposal of timber as long
term capital gain materially reduces the tax burden of corporate owners in
some instances and has reduced somewhat the inequity which existed prior to
1943 between such owner and an individual owner selling for a lump sum and
obtaining capital gain treatment. However, except to the extent that federal
income taxes of the corporate owner are reduced by the capital gain treatment
of the income from the cutting or other disposal of timber and earnings avail
able for distribution are thereby increased, the benefits do not extend beyond
the corporate level; the income remaining after imposition of the corporate tax
is ordinary income in the hands of the stockholder when received by him as a

dividend.
The benefits of the capital gain treatment of the income from cutting or

disposal of timber by a corporate owner often are not as great as one might
expect since the capital gain tax rate is applicable to the total net long-term
capital gain without reduction for ordinary expenses or losses. This may be
illustrated by examples, as follows:
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The foregoing comparison of the net income of the individual owner and the
corporate owner after income taxes demonstrates the material income tax ad
vantage of individual ownership by comparison with the corporate ownership
of timberlands. The effect of double taxation of corporate profits distributed
to stockholders, the loss of indentity of long-term capital gains and the in
ability to reduce net long-term capital gains by net ordinary losses make the
corporate form of ownership the most expensive from an income tax stand
point. These disadvantages have prompted some corporate owners to seek a
greater "after-tax" return on their investment either through sale of their
properties, merger with another or by operation under a form of ownership
with a lesser income tax cost.

Unfortunately, change from corporate ownership to that of a partnership or
proprietorship, which are more favorably treated with respect to the taxation
of income from the sale or other disposal of timber is too often impractical un
less the corporation's stock is held by relatively few owners. Also the investor
not actively engaged in management normally prefers corporate ownership to
that of a partnership for limitation of liability, centralization of management
and perpetuation of existence. He might also be reluctant to own timberlands
individually because of the specialized management required to accomplish
maximum return on investment and protection and preservation of property.
However, professional timberland management services are becoming more
generally available at reasonable cost, and purchasers of timber on long-term
contracts often assume the, management function. This tends to overcome
some of the objections to individual ownership.

In those cases where it is practical to have the lands of a corporation dis
tributed to its owners, an income tax price-tag might be attached, in that the
liquidation of a corporation and distribution of its assets will usually result in
a gain or loss to the stockholders. The amount and character of the gain or loss
to be recognized by the shareholders will be controlled by the applicability of
IRC Section 33 I or the elective Section 333. Unless election as to recognition
of gain on liquidation is made as provided in Section 333, the amounts dis
tributed in liquidation will be treated under Section 33 I as full payment in
exchange for the stock. In such cases the amount of gain generally will be the
excess of the cash and fair market value of the property received in payment,
over the cost basis of the stock. This gain would be taxed as a capital gain,
subject to a maximum effective rate of 25 %.

For the purpose of measuring the tax impact of a liquidation under this
general rule, let us suppose that a corporation which has timberlands worth
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$12,000,000 and other net assets of $2,000,000 is owned by stockholders whose
basis for their stock totals $4,000,000. Liquidation of this corporation under
Section 331 \vould result in a capital gains tax of 25 % of $10,000,000 or
$2,500,000. This is a high price but the fair market value used in establishing
the gain would be the new cost basis of the property as transferred to the indi
vidual stockholders, so that subsequent sales would not result in gain except
to the extent that the sale price exceeded the new cost basis, and that growth
on the timber is realized. If this liquidation was of our corporation in example
A, which would otherwise pay annual income taxes of $175,000 and whose
stockholders would pay $210,000 on the remainder of the annual profit, a
total of $385,000, the price of liquidation could be paid from the income-tax
savings of approxirnately seven years, after which full enjoyment of the tax
advantages of individual o'\vnership and of the remaining increased basis would
be obtained.

The prepaynlcnt of income taxes on the enhanced value of tirnber may not
be too unpalatable since the increased cost basis may be recovered tax-free on
subsequent sale or cutting of the timber; but the fair market value of the land
must also be recognized in measuring the gain and tax. If the individual owner
does not sell or transfer the land prior to his death, at which time a ne\tv basis
is established for estate-tax purposes, he will not recover the increased basis of
the land and the tax paid thereon at the liquidation of the corporation \vill
represent a net cost.

The incurring of income tax on a liquidation, measured in relation to the
fair market value of the property distributed, also involves risk that the
owner's death may occur before the tax paid on liquidation has been offset by
subsequent tax reductions, as described above and avoidance of the double
taxation of income, in which case a net tax cost rather than advantage would
result from the liquidation.

The alternative method of recognizing the gain on liquidation provided in
Section 333 is often advantageous. Under this procedure the earnings of the
corporation accumulated after March I, 1913 are taxed to the non-corporate
stockholders as an ordinary dividend. and any excess of the cash and certain
securities distributed over the accumulated earnings is recognized as capital
gain. The fair market value of the property received is not involved in measur
ing the tax on such liquidation and its basis for the new owner is not increased
to the fair market value. The excess of the basis of the shareholders' stock plus
the gain recogniz.ed on liquidation over the cash received represents the basis
to the stockholder of the property other than cash received.
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This alternative method often permits liquidation of a corporation with a
minimum immediate outlay of cash and, since the tax cost of liquidation is not
determined in relation to the fair market value of the property distributed, the
risk is minimized that the death of a stockholder soon after liquidation would
result in a net tax cost due to the liquidation.

If the corporation's earnings accumulated subsequent to March I, 1913
amounted to $2,000,000 that represents the income taxable to the stockholders
upon liquidation and if that amount were subject to an average 50 percent tax
to the stockholders, a tax cost of $1,000,000 would result from the liquidation.
Subsequent sales of appreciated property for amounts in excess of the basis
allocated thereto as a result of the liquidation ,vould result in gain taxable at
the time of such sales.

One advantage of this latter procedure for liquidation of a corporation is
that, usually, the taxable income resulting therefrom can be forecast with
reasonable accuracy. In the case of a liquidation in which the gain is measured
by the fair market value of the property distributed, accurate forecasting of
the total gain might not be so easy due to the possible differences of opinion
between the distributee and the Treasury Department representatives as to the
fair market value of the property distributed. In such cases the ultimate tax
cost of the liquidation may not be known for a number of years thereafter,
depending on whether agreement is reached at the first level of examination or
is ultimately resolved by litigation.

II. Electing Srnall Business Corporations

The Technical Changes Act of 1958 afforded some relief from the double
taxation of corporate income by permitting the taxation of the income of
"electing small business corporations" directly to their stockholders ,vhether
distributed to them or not and exempting such corporation from income tax.
The term "small business corporation" appears somewhat misleading in that
neither the size of the business nor the value of its assets has any bearing on its
qualifications as such for federal· income tax purposes. Such corporations are
defined in IRC Section 1371 (a) as: a domestic corporation \vhich is not a
member of an affiliated group (as defined in Section 15°4) and which has ten
or fewer shareholders, each of whom is an individual or estate; does not have
a non-resident alien shareholder; and has only one class of stock.

An electing small business corporation is a corporation meeting the defini
tion set forth in IRC Section 137 I (a) which has made the election under
Section 1372 (a) to which all of its shareholders consented. A detailed study of
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the "electing small business corporation" is purposely avoided herein and con
sideration is given only to those aspects of this type of organization as a timber
land owner which appear pertinent to comparison with other forms of owner
ship.

Not only does the income of an electing small business corporation avoid a
corporate tax but if its operations for a year during which it is so qualified
result in a net ordinary loss the stockholder may deduct his proportionate share
of the corporation's loss (computed on a daily basis pro rata to his ownership
of the corporation's shares on each day of the taxable year). He may not de
duct an amount in excess of his adjusted basis for the corporation's stock owned
plus the adjusted basis of any indebtedness of the corporation to the stock
holder determined as of the close of the taxable year of the corporation.

As has been stated previously, capital gain income of the corporation subject
to the federal income tax loses its identity in the usual case and becomes ordi
nary income to the stockholder when received as a dividend. Such is not the
case with respect to the long-term capital gains of "electing small business cor
porations." IRC Section 1375 (a) (1) provides in part as follows:

"The amount includable in the gross income of a shareholder as dividends
... from an electing small business corporation during any taxable year of the
corporation, to the extent that such amount is a distribution of property out of
earnings and profits of the taxable year ..., shall be treated as a long-term
capital gain to the extent of the shareholder's pro rata share of the excess of the
corporation's net long-term capital gain over its net short-term capital loss for
such taxable year. For the purpose of this paragraph such excess shall be
deemed not to exceed the corporation's taxable income ... "

The portion of the income of an electing small business corporation arising
from the cutting or other disposal of timber, which qualifies as a long-term
capital gain under IRC Section 631 (a), 631 (b), 1231 and/or 1221, "passes
through" the corporation to the stockholder, as such. If the distributable in
come of such corporation consists of both net long-term capital gain and net
ordinary income the stockholder recognizes his proportionate share of each
class. However, if the net long-term capital gain exceeds the total distributable
income for· the year, the excess of ordinary deductions over ordinary income
reduces the net-long-term capital gain as provided in the last sentence of Sec
tion 1375 (2) (1 ) , in part, above. We have seen in a prior example that, in the
case of a corporation taxable on its income, such an ordinary loss is not deduc
tible against its long-term capital gain for the purposes of computing the tax
at capital· gain rates and that, if the tax on the total long-term capital gain at
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to the preservation of the character of this income and due to the application
of any net ordinary losses as a reduction of long-term capital gains.

The definition of a small business corporation limits the opportunities for
election to utilize this form of organization. A broadening of the definition
which would permit its more extensive use would be most advantageous.

The electing small business corporation presents some opportunities for
partial liquidation with minimum tax consequences not available in the case
of the usual corporation. There is the example of a lumber manufacturing
company, cutting on leased timber, which, over a period of years, has acquired
a fairly large acreage of cutover timberlands at a very low cost, the value of
which has appreciated substantially. It is contemplated that its timber con
tract will expire in the very near future, that the manufacturing operations
will be discontinued, and the mill and village sold at a gain subject to tax
under Section 1231. Retention of the timberlands without payment of income
tax on the enhancement in value is desired. Liquidation under IRC Section
333 would be prohibitively expensive because of the amount of accumulated
earnings, now largely invested in the timberlands. A major portion of the
company's net income for the two years of its operations as an electing small
business corporation has been capital gain under Section 631 (a) on which its
stockholders have paid a minimum tax and the income for the next year
during which it will close the manufacturing operation will probably be all
capital gain. It appears that withdra,val of all the profits of the period for
which the election will be effective, including that on the sale of the mill and
village, will permit the partial liquidation of this company with minimum
tax consequences.

My avoidance of a detailed discussion of many other aspects of the electing
small business corporation is not intended to convey the impression that there
are no disadvantages to this form of organization, or that retaining this status
is as easy as making a valid election. Such is not the case and extreme care must
be exercised to retain the status.

III. Partnerships and Individuals

Although the computation of the amount of income resulting from the sale
or other disposal of timber and the character thereof is the same regardless of
the form of ownership, the recognition of long-term capital gain from. such
sales or other disposal is different in the case of individuals and individual
partners who are permitted a deduction of 50% of the long-term capital gain,
the remainder of which in an individual return is subject to tax at the appli-
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cable brackets or to a maximum 50% rate, whichever results in the lesser tax.
Net ordinary losses, ordinary deductions and exemptions are deducted from
the long-term capital gain in computing the amount subject to tax, unless the
maximum 50% rate applied to the net long-term gain without such reduction
produces the lesser tax. Thus, on an individual's tax return, one dollar of net
ordinary loss or deduction offsets two dollars of the long-term capital gain
before reduction for the capital gain deduction. We have seen that such net
ordinary losses and deductions may not be applied to reduce long-term capital
gains of corporations, but that they may be applied dollar for dollar to reduce
the net long-term capital gain of an electing small business corporation.

Inasmuch as many of the expenses and costs involved in operation of a
timber property represent ordinary deductions, such as ad valorem taxes,
patrolling, fire protection, etc., the treatment accorded them in the case of
individuals is usually most advantageous.

In the case of a partnership, the character of its income, that is, its status
as long-term capital gain, dividends, ordinary income or loss, is retained in
the distribution of income to the partners and in the case of an individual
partner the tax treatment is the same as though the income or deductions
originated with the individual.

One partner's basis for determining gain or loss with respect to a partner
ship asset may be different from that of the partnership or of the other partners.
For instance, assume that a partner in a timberland-owning partnership dies
and his estate continues as a partner. The estate's basis for the partnership in
terest would be determined in relation to the fair market value of the assets
of the partnership at the date of death and, if the value of the timber and the
lands at that date exceeded the cost basis to the partnership, his basis for his
partnership interest would be correspondingly greater than the partnership's
basis for the assets. Upon sale or exchange of such timber or lands the partner
ship would compute gain or loss with reference to its cost basis and in such a
case the income attributable to the estate's interest would be greater than if the
gain had been computed with reference to the fair market value of the timber
andlor lands at the date of death. Considerable hardship might be imposed
in such circumstances if it were not for a provision in the Code permitting,
upon proper election of the partnership, a basis adjustment to the partnership
with respect to the decedent's interest in such assets.

The layman is generally of the opinion that the effects of conducting busi
ness through a partnership are identical in all respects to that of an individual
but such is not the case. The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 made extensive
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changes in the law affecting partnerships particularly with respect to the
recognition and character of income resulting from liquidation. Maximum
care must be exercised with respect to contributing property to a partnership
or dissolving a partnership and the advice of tax counsel should be sought for
the most advantageous solution to these problems of ownership.
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appraised on theobasis of its ultimate effect on our total profit picture. Since
such investment alternatives can, at best, be only partially defined in terms
Qffac~~jllexistenceat the time a decision must be made, the final verdict must

alwaysbeumad~9I1uth~~~.~~.~(?fu~~~~4L~nformed business judgment.
Financial decisions in modern 'timberland management have their roots

firmly locked in the soil of technical forestry. All other things being equal,
it is likely that our financial decisions will be as good or as bad as the technical
information upon which they are based. The first and fundamentally im
P9~t(J.Q!~!~p.iI1han41ing any business dealingW:lththe

U
firtaI1cial manage~ent

C?!u!iI!1be~IG1:~~ _ up~C?pe~ties is to. acquire aIlua~equa.te f.actual. and techIiIc'al
backgrQ1J.ndufxQillWhich a realistic statistical model of that situation can be
built~This action normally takes the form of fact-finding and physical in
ventories expressly designed for valuation purposes. I think it can be fairly
stated that the science of forestry is quite capable of providing us with fully
adequate physical inventories on a static basis. This has always been the most
reliable component of any factual foundation being constructed for financial
decision. In the projection of timberland volumes and values under various
management regimes, however, we first come face to face with some of the
fundamental differences between the financial management of timberland
assets and those of other industrial resources. Under management, timberland

.~~.~~.~~.... ~E~ ...1"l~~~1"l~~ .....~I1"lamic, but the P!?d'~~tionprocesses.·t()!.5~.~~~~~~~~.·~nits
u.,u a:re s'uDstantially longer than for any other major industrial commodity I can

name: WliiIe ol.ii forestry science is gradually equIpPIng.us wl1:h-- ~i~proved

means of forecasting timber production potentials associated wit~.yaxiations

management levels, it isiIllportalitto heariIlmlndut:hat ourc:ntire

proj e~~~~J.!u ,~~~!,~~Y~!!1:()re or less aI1uapPXQ)fit.!1~!i.QQ,~u,_u, ..
Once a timber production schedule has been established as a physical basis

UU-qui~es that we employ accepted accounting and valuation -methods in' reducing

values,··may15egenera:te<[The· 'methods'··avaiEibleio·usuiIl··financial·uanalysis

arem3.riyuandvaried, and while their relative merits have been argued, their
relative appropriateness is beyond the scope of my discussion. We feel that each
kind of valuation and economic analysis has its proper place and is capable of
providing guidance to an effective financial management, depending upon the
particular situation at hand. What is most important, however, is that the _
answers they provide be fully understood for what they are. Whatever method
or combination of methods are employed must yield consistent and comparable
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is adequately stocked to merchantable pine stands and is thus available for
harvest on a planned cutting schedule. In Table I it is shown in the property
development plan that three cords of the original six cords per gross acre are
scheduled for immediate cutting in a so-called liquidation period, which will
start approximately one year from the date of acquisition. This liquidation
volume is to be removed over a three-year period and is assigned a stumpage
value of $8.00. In the particular management regime scheduled for this
property, the so-called development phase follows the liquidation period,
although actual property development begins immediately upon acquisition.
During this period, beginning with the fifth year of ownership and continuing
through to the twentieth, the allowable annual cut per gross property acre will
of the area is adequately stocked to pine reproduction of various ages that will
increase steadily from one-quarter cord per acre per year to a stabilized and
regulated production of one cord per acre per year. In addition, a stumpage
value adjustment is made on this projected allowable cut, starting with $8.00
per cord and increasing to $12.00 per cord at stabilized production. These
stumpage values and cost factors have been estimated merely to set up the
example.

This illustrates a simple and rather orthodox valuation for purchase as we
would apply it. As soon as a property is acquired, however, it is set up in our
timber accounts according to our formulae for the allocation of property cost
values to the items of land, merchantable timber and sub-merchantable re
stocking, and the records of costs and returns are maintained on that basis.

IV. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF

COMPANY TIMBERLANDS

There is no investment logic in the purchase of timberlands to support our
mill production process unless they are managed on a level that will generate
a reasonable return on the total invested capital outlay. While there are
product production alternatives, our primary concern is in securing a reliable
and competitively priced pulpwood supply for our mills. The outside sale of
timber products, such as sawlogs, poles, etc., from the timberlands of a paper
board mill presumes the availability of non-owned pulpwood at favorable
alternative or replacement costs. This is not always the case, however, and
continues to be less of a possible alternative as the available sizes of pulpwood
and sawtimber blend and their competitive prices merge.

Table II outlines a sample appraisal of some cost and income factors that
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should be considered in selling company stumpage. This is a sawtimber sale
example and presumes that the stumpage is not excess, i.e., that it must be re
placed through outside purchase. Both the replacement cost factors and their
values vary with every situation, but the ones employed can be quite realistic
in a practical situation. Stumpage sale on the Doyle Rule basis represents an
extremely unfavorable comparison. Although this Rule is commonly used in
the South, I doubt if any paper company should employ it as a practical matter.
The Scribner Rule example is undoubtedly more realistic, but even here the
sawtimber sale alternative may not be favorable financially on the basis of
equivalent fiber cost.

Because of the continuously mounting demand for southern pine pulpwood,
the industrial forest production programs generated by these long-range sup
ply pressures are definitely stressing a shorter rotation type of management
than has previously been accepted in our business. Figure 3 shows a forecast
sample volume yield in terms of cords of rough wood at selected rotation ages
as they might be produced through intensive southern pine plantation manage
ment. A maximum cord volume production occurs at approximately 33 years
with an average tree diameter of 10 inches on this particular site. Since rough
cord volume is certainly not the best criterion for pulpwood, Figure 4 has been
prepared on the same volume production basis to show the yield in pounds of
green solid wood at these same selected rotation ages. As would be expected, a
somewhat different production pattern is revealed and a first conclusion might
be to lengthen the rotation since there are apparent yield increases up to about
50 years of age, when the average stand diameter is 14 inches. However, the
increased fiber yield beyond the thirty-three year rotation is subject to the
inaccuracies of forecasting and this, combined with the fact that the increase
is not substantial, would make it difficult to justify tying up and risking the
additional capital investment needed for a rotation of over thirty-three years,
especially if the production was urgently needed by the mill. Perhaps the most
important single conclusion that might be drawn from this particular example
is that although something in the neighborhood of a thirty-three year rotation
is acceptable financially, the yield pattern permits holding this timber for a
considerably longer period without reduction in average annual fiber yield.
Naturally, a great number of such relationships may be generated through the
many existing combinations of production factors. Under most conditions,
however, we find that financial yields based on fiber production exhibit a fairly
broad culmination zone in regard to the length of rotation and make it possible
for us to defer final timber harvest beyond a selected minimum age. This can
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This trend toward shorter rotations and smaller diameter trees in southern
pine management has been borne out by numerous studies on management ob
jectives, as well as surveys describing lumber production trends in terms of
tree sizes. Figure 5 is provided as an illustration of this latter trend toward
small sawlogs.

In managing timberlands for profit, many factors must be considered. One
of the more important is the income tax benefit accruing from the 27-percent
tax saving on timber profits versus ordinary income taxes, which is a signifi
cant factor in return on capital invested in timber. Figure 6 shows the forecast
annual return after tax on a new timberland purchase. In this example, the
merchantable timber was purchased at the going market value for stumpage
and the total purchase price included a sizeable investment in future growth,
reproduction and land.

The profits and appreciation, as forecast in this example in Figure 6, include
projected increases in stumpage values and expenses. Profits for the first ten
years are nominal, due to the liquidation of the high-priced stumpage which
was present at the time of acquisition. Later years show a marked improve
ment in profits, due to the interaction of a reduced cost basis and increased
growth. The profit increment due to the tax treatment as capital gain is readily
apparent.

This chart also indicates the potential net gain if the property is sold. I
realize that the gain on disposal is a matter of some conjecture, due to the
possibility of depressing the market with a sizeable offering for sale; however,
the fact still remains that there is a tremendous value increment generated
through growth and appreciation in a timberland investment.

Figure 7 is a rather emphatic illustration of the situation facing the southern
paperboard industry. The trend in pulpwood prices in the South over the last
twenty years has risen steadily, reflecting the influence of both inflation and
increased demand. Since 1938, wood prices have increased over 300 percent
and there is no indication of any leveling in the immediate future.

Once we have committed ourselves to the acquisition of our own company
timberlands, it becomes necessary to activate a plan of development and man
agement. From the viewpoint of financial management, investments in timber
land development must always be evaluated and ranked in terms of returns on
each investment, both individually and as each contributes to the success of an
entire management program. In approaching this problem of timberland man
agement from the financial or investment position, one is first confronted with
determining the most profitable level or levels of management. Each level
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Figure 6
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planted be known. This we are accomplishing by a regular program of field
tests.

Financing the Purchase of New Land

Based on the figures presented earlier we will require for 100 percent pro
tection 375 acres of selected land plantations per ton of capacity, or a total of
285,000 acres for our present 75o-ton mill. Following the 3o-year progres
sion, this means we must acquire and/or plant 9,5°0 acres per year.

At the start of this program four years ago, we had sufficient land (of a
quality to meet the high standards we have set) to meet the planting require
ments of about half the total needed. However, much of this land has timber
which is needed for standby inventory and cannot be planted for at least 10
years.

Our initial step, therefore, is the acquiring and planting of roughly 120,000
acres of new land, to be followed by the clear-cutting and planting of another
160,000 acres already owned. This represents a considerable financial pro
gram to a company of our size.

We have arranged to finance the new-land pur~hases by means of a lease
arrangement which will be described later in detail. By means of the lease we
have been able to minimize our current capital expenditures and to make the
program self-financing (on paper at least). As pointed out in the protection
program described in the first section, we plan a certain amount of sacrifice
cutting to meet increasing needs in the next 13 years. The proceeds of such
cuttings after taxes are estimated to meet the capital requirements for planting
and land rentals during that period. During the following 17 years, the thin
nings from the new plantations and the income from clear-cutting the re
mainder of our lands will be sufficient to meet costs of planting and land rent
during that period while producing a satisfactory return on investment. At the
end of 30 years, the plantations become 100 percent effective on a self-financ
ing basis.

A cquisition and Planting Program

We have entered this program without reservations. We have built the
organization to do the job, have built a nursery to produce 15 million seedlings
per year, are intensely studying methods of improving growth and quality and
are working hard at cheaper and more efficient methods of clearing and
planting.
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future value by the amount needed to pay for the cost of money during the
waiting period, compounded annually.

The Base Land Valuations assume ideal conditions. To adjust to actual
conditions, we defined and evaluated various types of Necessary Costs such
as drainage, road construction and other items under various conditions; and
we established applicable tax treatment for each.

The maximum price we are willing to pay, therefore, for a given tract of
land is the net of its Base Valuation based on site index less Necessary Costs.
For instance, when the rate of discount assumed is 4.5 percent after tax, the
Net Valuations range from minus $10 per acre for site 60 land needing
little work to $40 per acre for site go land needing a lot of work.

In general, the N et Valuations so determined are competitive in our land
market when the discount rate used is 4 to 6 percent after taxes, within the
range of sites 80 to 100 in which we are interested. This is the basis for our
assumption of an average 4.5 percent return on investment in Selected Land
Plantations.

Comparison of Lease with Other Methods of Financing

Let us assume we have the following choices in financing the purchase of a
tract of land:

(a) Equity: sell additional stock or reinvest earnings.
(b) Debt: borrow at 5 percent interest, principal to be repaid in 30 years,

annual payments of interest and principal to be a constant of 6.5 percent.
(c) Sale-leaseback: resell land at purchase price and lease at 6.88 percent

annual rental for 30 years with option to renew at 2.5 percent for 30 years.
This rental will return principal to the lessor in 30 years at 5.5 percent in
terest.

To compare these methods properly, we should consider carrying cost, use
of equity, effect on borrowing capacity and appreciation in value.

Carrying Cost

Equity is relatively high-risk and expensive capital. At least 10 percent
return is needed to attract and satisfy equity capital in the long run.

Debt and lease obligations are relatively low-risk capital, the carrying cost
of which is correspondingly lower than equity and which, in addition, may be
deducted from ordinary income as an expense.

Carrying costs, therefore, compare as follows when based on corporation
income tax of 52 percent:
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the limit of borrowing is reached. Thereafter, all financing must be by equity.
Although it is contended by many that the lease does not and should not

affect borrowing capacity, we will assume that the lease is a form of borrowing
which is limited by the company's credit in the same manner as debt.

Debt and lease financing must, therefore, compete for the limited borro,ving
capacity available, and their respective investment costs are comparable only if
the two methods use the same amount of borrowing capacity, both initially and
in each successive year.

Since the principal amounts, term, and basis of amortization of both the
debt and lease under review are the same, it appears safe to say that their
effect on credit is the same both initially and in each successive year. Therefore
the investment costs in the table above are directly comparable.

If we assume, on the other hand, that a lease obligation does not affect
credit, either at all or in the same degree as debt, the advantage of the lease
would be correspondingly increased, since the debt limit would then be
measurably higher.

A ppreciation in Value

Over a 60-year period, land may be expected to appreciate in value. As
suming steady appreciation of prices during the 60-year period, at the rate
of 3 percent compounded annually, the cost of land in 60 years could increase
500 percent.

In this event, the lease method is at a disadvantage, of course. However,
if this 500 percent is expressed as an annual cost, calculated at 10 percent
value of money, the effect on the lease costs would be to increase the lease
rates shown in the above table by only . I 6 percent. That is, the cost in the
first thirty years increases from 3.24 percent to 3.40 percent; and in the
second thirty years from 1.20 percent to 1.36 percent.

Lease Financing-Land vs. Plant

A strong reaction has taken place against lease financing in recent years,
following a rash of indiscriminate sale-Ieasebacks of industrial plants. Most
of the reaction is directed against the claims by sale-leaseback proponents that
lease obligations are not debt and do not affect borrowing capacity since they
do not appear on the balance sheet. The reactionists show that the lease is debt
and that it is usually more expensive in the end than more conventional forms
of debt financing.

We concur generally with the lease critics when the lease relates to de-
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preciable property and the term is less than 30 years. When the property is
depreciable, the tax recovery is often sufficient to meet the amortization re
quirements and no new equity is needed. However, when the property is
non-depreciable and the term is over 30 years, we believe the lease form to be
of definite advantage, as stated. We do not believe that a lease should be con
sidered an obligation of the same degree as other debt forms but this is a very
debatable issue and for the purposes of this paper we have assumed the lease
to be fully equal in liability to "balance sheet" debt.

Conclusion

On the basis of the above, we feel that the long-term lease for given situa
tions is an acceptable, desirable instrument which is well worth consideration
in financial planning. Its economics, when applied to long-term land projects
such as forest plantations, indicate an over-all advantage running between 15
and 30 percent, depending upon appreciation. In addition, it offers certain
other possible advantages:

1. There are only a few restrictive covenants such as debt, dividends, and
mergers.

2. The instrument is attractive to certain institutional investors and in a
period of tight money, as now, may be easier to sell than other types of debt.
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